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Single-cross hybrids are the predominant cultivar class of cultivated sunflower

(Helianthus annuus L.). Heterotic groups, genetic diversity, and breeder experience are

some of the criteria used to select parents of single-cross hybrids. Formal heterotic

groups and patterns have not been described for sunflower. Besides, the genetic base of

the elite sunflower germplasm is thought to be narrow. The narrowness of this genetic

base has not been quantified. Our objectives were to estimate the relative contributions

of ancestral parents to the elite sunflower gene pool, identify heterotic groups, and apply

predictive models developed in maize for selecting sources of new genetic diversity to

broaden the genetic base and to enhance the agronomic performance of the elite

sunflower germplasm. Approximately seventy percent of the diversity of the public elite

sunflower germplasm traced to ten ancestral parents. We identified four distinct oilseed

maintainer (B) line clusters. The separation of lines within oilseed restorer (R),

confectionery B, and confectionery R groups was not distinct. We proposed the oilseed
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B line clusters: OB-A (BA), OB-B (BB), OB-C (Bc), and OB-D (BD), as heterotic groups.

There was no difference in seed yields between B x B and B x R hybrids. However, the

Bc heterotic group yielded higher than the BB group in test crosses with lines from R1 and

R2 groups. Hybrid seed yield-based cluster analysis separated lines into B and R groups,

but not exclusively. The assignment of lines to subgroups within the R lines did not

agree with previous assignments. DNA derived genetic distance (GD) was significantly

correlated with seed yields for less divergent (GD < 0.30, r =0.69), but non-significant for

more divergent (GD > 0.30, r = 0.16) crosses. Similarly, GD was significantly correlated

with seed yield heterosis for less divergent (r =0.70 ), but non-significant for the more

divergent crosses (r = -0.31). A B-line, HA822 was the most promising donor of alleles

to improve seed yield and reduce plant height of the highest yielding B x R hybrid across

environments, HA383 x RHA373. Heterotic groups and patterns may have had a minor

role in hybrid sunflower breeding.
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SELECTING DONOR INBRED LINES FOR ENHANCING THE PERFORMANCE
OF SINGLE-CROSS HYBRIDS FROM KEY HETEROTIC GROUPS OF OILSEED

SUNFLOWER (Helianthus annuus L.)

Chapter 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Cultivated sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) is a diploid (2n = 2x = 34)

allogamous annual crop that shows inbreeding depression and heterosis for economic

traits such as seed yield, seed oil content, plant height, and maturity (Fick, 1974; Dedio,

1993). Early cultivars of sunflower were open pollinated. However, with the discovery

of cytoplasmic-genic male sterility (Lec lerq, 1969) and a fertility restorer system

(Kinman, 1970), the hybrid sunflower seed industry developed rapidly. There are two

market classes of sunflower : the confectionery and the oilseed market classes. The

oilseed market class occupies most of the acreage under sunflower.

Commercial and experimental inbred lines of sunflower are currently of two

functional groups: the cytoplasmic-genic male sterile (A) and the fertility maintainer (B)

isogenic line pairs (female lines), and the fertility restorer (R) lines (male lines). The A x

B crosses are used to maintain the A lines, while A x R crosses are used to produce F1

hybrid seed for commercial production. In addition to being homozygous dominant

(RfRj) for the nuclear male fertility restorer gene, the R lines posses the recessive

branching genes i.e. b1 and b2 (Kovacik and Skaloud, 1990). Progressive flowering on

new branches of R-lines ensures prolonged pollen production.
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The primary objective of most oilseed sunflower breeding programs is to develop

male and female lines enhanced for seed yield, seed oil content, shorter plant stature,

early maturity, and resistance to biotic stresses such as diseases and insect pests (Putt,

1974). An important challenge for the breeders is identifying potential parents of single-

cross hybrids and donors for enhancing the performance of existing elite hybrids. This is

especially true for complex traits such as seed yield with low to moderate heritabilities.

Typically, sunflower breeders use elite experimental inbred lines in crosses with one

parent (P1 or P2) of an elite single-cross hybrid (P1 x P2) to generate a segregating

population from which to select a new inbred line (PN) that may perform better than P1 x

P2 in crosses with either P1 or P2. Due to the lack of objective a priori criteria for

choosing among potential inbred line parents or donors, breeders usually opt for many

crosses and fewer progeny per cross. According to Hallauer's (1989) estimates,

approximately 1% of maize single crosses evaluated in breeding programs end in

farmer's fields as new commercial hybrids. Any criteria for increasing the probability of

selecting the most promising inbred line parents of new single-cross hybrids and donors

of favorable alleles to improve the performance of existing hybrids should increase the

efficiency with which new cultivars of sunflower are developed.

Historically important heterotic groups, genetic divergence among potential

parents, and breeder experience are among the criteria used in maize to select crosses for

the development of new inbred lines (Smith and Smith, 1987). Heterotic groups and

patterns have not been formally defined in sunflower. However, recent studies on the

genetic diversity of open pollinated populations, proprietary inbred lines, and public

inbred lines of sunflower have demonstrated a genetic diversity within sunflower
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germplasm that reflects their geographic origins and functions (maintainers or fertility

restorers). Tersac et al. (1993, 1994) found an association between specific combining

abilities of open pollinated populations and their geographic origin. Berry et al. (1994),

Gentzbittel et al. (1994), and Hongtrakul et al. (1997) used restriction fragment length

(RFLP) or amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers to estimate genetic

distances among proprietary and public breeding lines of sunflower and found that lines

clustered into fertility maintainer (B) and restorer (R) groups. In addition, Hongtrakul et

al. (1997) described B- and R-line subgroups which might reflect unique heterotic

groups. These studies used small samples of populations and lines. We were interested

in using coancestry analysis to evaluate the genetic diversity among elite public breeding

lines of sunflower released by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) since

the late 1960's, and to assign lines to heterotic groups.

The coefficient of coancestry is defined as the probability that two individuals

carry alleles at a locus that descended from a common allele in an ancestral parent

(Malecot, 1948). When detailed pedigree records are available, coancestry analysis can

produce an accurate picture of the genetic relationships between germplasm sources (Cox

et al., 1985; Bernardo, 1993; Bernardo et al., 1996). Besides, coancestry analysis is an

inexpensive method of surveying a large number of entries to obtain general patterns of

diversity. A number of studies (Messmer et al., 1993; Melchinger et al., 1991; Smith et

al., 1990, 1992; Mumm and Dudley, 1994; Gerdes and Tracy, 1994; Bernardo, 1994)

have demonstrated that even in allogamous crops in which breeding histories are hard to

trace, coancestry analysis and DNA fingerprint analyses generally agree in the

assignment of lines to meaningful groups.
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Genetic divergence among inbred lines has also been suggested and evaluated as a

means of predicting the performance of untested single-cross hybrids and selecting

donors to enhance the performance of existing hybrids. The correlation between genetic

distance among parental lines and their performance in hybrid and segregating progeny

has been investigated in autogamous (Manjarrez-Sandoval et al., 1997; Martin et al.,

1995) and allogamous (Lee et al., 1989; Smith et al., 1990; Godshalk et al., 1990;

Charcosset et al., 1991; Tersac et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1995) crops with mixed results.

For example, Smith et al. (1990) found a direct relationship between RFLP and

coancestry-based genetic diversity, seed yield, and F1 seed yield heterosis, but Lee et al.

(1989) and Godshalk et al. (1990) observed low correlations between RFLP derived

genetic distance and hybrid performance in maize. Charcosset et al(1991) concluded that

the efficiency of prediction of Fi hybrid performance based on molecular marker

heterozygosities would be achieved if markers were selected for their relationships to the

target traits, an observation supported by a simulation study conducted by Bernardo

(1992).

There is evidence of a correlation between genetic distance based on polymorphic

isozyme loci and general combining ability (GCA) effects of parents for seed yield, seed

oil content, and seed moisture in sunflower (Tersac et al., 1993). Despite the generally

low correlation between genetic divergence between parents and single-cross hybrid

performance, measures of genetic divergence can be incorporated into predictive models

(Bernardo, 1994, 1996; Charcosset et al., 1998). Bernardo (1994, 1996) estimated

genetic covariances among related inbred lines using coancestries or DNA derived

genetic relationships in Best Linear Unbiased Predictions (BLUP). Charcosset et al.
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(1998) evaluated the use of genetic relationships among parents as predictors of their

specific combing abilities.

Dudley (1984, 1987) developed a predictive method for choosing donors of

favorable dominant alleles not present in either parent of a single-cross hybrid (P1 x P2 )

(11G). Other statistics developed based on Dudley's original statistics are minimum upper

bound on 1,1G (UBND) (Gerloff and Smith 1988a,b), relative number of alleles that can be

gained from a donor (PD) minus the relative number of alleles that can be lost during

selection when PD is crossed with P1 (N11) or when PD is crossed with P2 (NI2) (Bernardo,

1990), and the relative number of loci where favorable alleles can be gained as a

proportion of the relative number of loci where favorable alleles can be gained or lost

during selection when PD is crossed with Pi (PNG1) or when PD is crossed with P2 (PNG2)

(Metz, 1994). Several authors (Gerloff and Smith, 1988a, b; Misevic, 1989a, b; Zanoni

and Dudley, 1989; Bernardo, 1990; Cartea et al., 1996a,b; Malvar et al., 1998) have

reported high correlations between most of these estimators. Evaluations of F2 test cross

progenies of P1 x PD with P2 or P2 x PD with P1 have shown that these estimators

successfully identify donor lines that enhance the performance of the original elite hybrid

(Misevic, 1989; Zanoni and Dudley, 1989; Hogan and Dudley, 1991). These tools

facilitate early generation (F1 generation) selection of potential donors of new diversity.

Our main objective was to use predictive tools developed and evaluated mainly in

maize to characterize the sunflower germplasm. The second chapter describes coancestry

analysis of elite public inbred lines of sunflower developed and released by the United

States Department of Agriculture (USDA) since the early 1970's. The third chapter

describes the agronomic validation of the heterotic groups proposed in the coancestry
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analysis (Chapter 2) and AFLP fingerprint studies (Hongtrakul et al., 1997). The fourth

chapter describes the merits of selected lines as sources of new diversity to enhance the

performance of elite hybrids.
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Chapter 2

ANCESTRAL ORIGINS AND GENETIC DIVERSITY OF CULTIVATED
SUNFLOWER: ANALYSIS OF THE PEDIGREES OF PUBLIC GERMPLASM

SOURCES

Mercy T. Cheres and Steven J. Knapp
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ABSTRACT

Cultivated sunflower seems to have originated from a small number of ancestral

germplasm sources. The ancestral diversity of sunflower has not been quantified. Our

specific objectives were to (i) assemble a pedigree database for public sunflower

germplasm, (ii) estimate coancestries among public inbred lines and ancestral

populations, and (iii) describe patterns of genetic diversity underlying public inbred lines

and populations. Coancestries were estimated among 106 oilseed and 50 confectionery

inbred lines and 157 ancestral germplasm sources. Cluster and principal component

analyses of the coancestry matrix separated lines into broad market (oilseed versus

confectionery) and fertility restorer (restorer versus maintainer) classes. There were four

subgroups among oilseed maintainer lines (B-lines) and three subgroups among oilseed

restorer lines (R-lines). These B and R subgroups may constitute heterotic groups. The

R-line subgroups were heterogeneous and the boundaries between them were not sharp.

Sixty-eight percent of oilseed R-line diversity traced to seven germplasm sources, while

73% of oilseed B-line diversity traced to eight germplasm sources. Seventy-three

percent of confectionery R-line diversity traced to two germplasm sources, while 65% of

confectionery B-line diversity traced to four germplasm sources. The genetic diversity

among oilseed B-lines seems to be greater than among the other groups. Pedigree

analysis created a nearly complete framework of heterotic groups for public germplasm

developed in the US, even though some lines could not be assigned to heterotic groups

because of incomplete pedigree data. By combining pedigree and DNA fingerprint data,

a more comprehensive picture of heterotic groups should emerge for cultivated

sunflower.
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INTRODUCTION

The first single-cross hybrids of cultivated sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) were

introduced in the seventies (Fick and Zimmer, 1974) subsequent to the discovery of

cytoplasmic-genic male-sterility (LeClercq, 1969) and fertility restorer genes (Kinman,

1970). These discoveries led to the rapid development of a hybrid seed industry and

greatly stimulated the development of inbred lines. The United States Department of

Agriculture (USDA) has been the primary source of publicly released inbred lines. These

lines have been widely used in the development of proprietary inbred lines and have

significantly impacted the hybrid seed industry of sunflower.

Cultivated sunflower seems to have originated from a small number of ancestral

germplasm sources (Vranceanu, 1985; Korell et al., 1992; §koric, 1993). One problem

with assessing what this 'small number' means is a lack of knowledge of the diversity

present within the ancestral populationsthe origins and backgrounds of these

populations are undocumented or unknown. Most of the ancestral populations are self-

incompatible and open-pollinated and could have originated from any number of

ancestors.

The pedigrees of most public inbred lines are described in Crop Science

germplasm releases (not cited) or other published (Brigham, 1988) or unpublished

documents. The pedigrees for several lines have been schematically diagrammed (Korell

et al., 1992). The Korell et al. (1992) pedigree diagram and the pedigree records per se

are complex and do not clearly illustrate the patterns of genetic diversity underlying the

inbred lines of cultivated sunflower or quantify the diversity contributed by various

ancestors to the elite gene pool.
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A variety of methods have been used to study the patterns of diversity among

subsets of public and proprietary inbred lines of sunflower. Tersac et al. (1993, 1994)

showed that specific combining ability was positively correlated with the historical

origins of inbred linesthe latter having been demarcated along geographical boundaries.

Berry et al. (1994), Gentzbittel et al. (1994), and Hongtrakul et al. (1997) used DNA

markers to estimate genetic distances among proprietary and public inbred lines and

found that they clustered into fertility maintainer (B) and restorer (R) groups. Hongtrakul

et al. (1997) described B- and R-line subgroups among 22 inbred lines and proposed the

subgroups as a core set of heterotic groups. None of these analyses were comprehensive.

Most used a limited number of inbreds and none used ancestral germplasm sources.

The work reported in this paper was undertaken to address several questions. Are

the pedigree databases of cultivated sunflower sufficient for assigning a high percentage

of lines to heterotic groups? What are the patterns of diversity and how many heterotic

groups are present among elite inbred lines of sunflower? What are the key ancestors

underlying each heterotic group? How much diversity has each ancestor contributed to

lines within and between heterotic groups?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Coancestries were estimated among 49 oilseed B-lines, 57 oilseed R-lines, 23

confectionery B-lines, 27 confectionery R-lines, and 99 intergenerational and 58 ancestral

germplasm sources. There was a total of 313 germplasm sources in the pedigree database.

The complete database can be obtained from the corresponding author. Pedigree records for
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publicly released USDA breeding lines and unregistered germplasm sources were traced

using published pedigree records, the pedigree records published by Brigham (1988), and a

schematic diagram of the pedigrees of various public germplasm sources (Korell et al.,

1992).

The pedigrees of RHA801, RHA294, and RHA295 were complex and had to be

specially handled. RHA801 is a direct selection from an open-pollinated restorer population

produced by intercrossing RHA271, RHA273, RHA274, R344, and R494 (Roath et al.,

1981). RHA271, RHA273, RHA274 and R344 are selections from an open-pollinated

USDA (Texas) restorer population (T70050) developed by intercrossing a selection from

T66006-2 and four F5 lines originating from a three-way cross (cmsPI 343765 x HA119) x

HA62-4-5. The pedigree of T66006-2 is Peredovik*2/953-102-1-1-41. The 953- 102 -1 -1-

41 parent of T66006-2 was directly selected from an open-pollinated population descended

from an unnamed wild H. annuus population. R494 is an unreleased USDA (Plainview,

Texas) breeding line selected from cmsT/HA62//T66006. The pedigrees of cmsT and

HA62 are not published. The latter was released by the Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station (Brigham, 1988). Because four out of five ancestors of RHA801 were selected from

T70050, we listed T70050 and R494 as the parents of RHA801. RHA294 and RHA295 are

selections from an open-pollinated population produced by intercrossing cmsPI343763,

Bonita Giant Manchurian, HA61, Mennonite RR, and cmsMennonite RR-18-1*3/T660066-

2 (Fick and Zimmer, 1979). The intergenerational parents of these lines were reconstructed

by assuming random-mating for several generations subsequent to the initial crosses.

Coancestries were estimated using a SAS PROC IML program (SAS, 1985) written

by Sneller (1994). Coancestries were calculated by assuming that (i) ancestors without
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pedigree records were unrelated (CAB = 0), (ii) inbred lines were completely homozygous,

and (iii) there was no selection, migration, mutation, or genetic drift (Malecot, 1948;

Kempthorne, 1969). Mean coancestries were estimated for lines belonging to each market

(oilseed versus confectionery) and fertility restoration (restorer versus maintainer) class.

The pedigree database had three kinds of entries: ancestral germplasm sources,

released or unreleased intergenerational germplasm sources, and released elite breeding

lines. The parents of ancestral germplasm sources are not known or published; thus, these

lines were assumed to be unrelated. We calculated the contribution of the ith ancestral

germplasm source to elite lines comprising the kth germplasm group using

J =1Pik -
I cu (s. t)
i=1 j=1

where C, is the coancestry between the ith ancestral germplasm source and jth elite

breeding line belonging to the kth germplasm group, i = 1, 2, s,j = 1, 2, ..., t, s is the

total number of ancestral parents, and t is the number of elite breeding lines in the kth

germplasm group. P,k estimates the theoretical proportion of genes donated by the ith

ancestor to elite lines comprising the kth germplasm group (Delanney et al., 1983; Souza

and Sorells, 1989).

Cluster analysis was performed on the genetic dissimilarity matrix (1 - C) using the

unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic averages (UPMGA). The program

NEIGHBOR of the PHYLIP software package (Felsentein, 1993) was used for this analysis.

A phenogram was produced from the output of NEIGHBOR using TREETOOL

(Maciukenas et al., 1991). We performed two principal component analyses using different
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coancestry matrices. The first analysis was performed on the inbred by inbred line

coancestry matrix (156 x 156). The second analysis was performed on the correlation

matrix estimated from the mean coancestries between 23 selected intergenerational or

ancestral germplasm sources and the elite inbred lines (156 entries). This analysis was done

using intergenerational or ancestral germplasm sources as dependent variables and elite

inbred lines as the independent variables. Pik estimates were used to rank ancestral and

intergenerational germplasm sources underlying each of k clusters. Two or more

germplasm sources with large Pd, estimates were selected for each cluster for this analysis.

RESULTS

We assembled pedigree records for 156 elite inbred lines of cultivated sunflower.

These lines traced to 58 ancestral germplasm sources (the earliest generation we could trace

in each pedigree) and 99 intergenerational germplasm sources (unpublished, unnamed, or

transient germplasm sources linking ancestral germplasm sources and elite inbred lines).

Many of the ancestral germplasm sources are wild or cultivated open-pollinated populations

developed or collected by the USDA (North Dakota or Texas, USA) and VNUMK

(Krasnodar, Russia and Odessa, Ukraine). Nearly 68% of the genetic diversity among elite

oilseed and confectionery inbred lines traced to nine ancestral germplasm sources (VNIIMK

1646, Mennonite, VNBNIK 6420, VNIIMK 3452, Texas Wild, Commander, VNIIMK

1813, and Pervenets) (Table 2.1). Eight ancestral germplasm sources (VNILMK 1646, 6420,

3452, and 1813, Texas Wild, Pervenets, VWRBS, and USSR High Oil) contributed 72.8%

of the diversity to elite oilseed inbred lines, while seven germplasm sources (VNIIMK
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1646, 6420, 3452, and 1813, Texas Wild, Jdanovisky 8281, and DMRRS) contributed

68.5% of the diversity to oilseed R-lines. Six germplasm sources contributed a

disproportionately high percentage of the diversity among oilseed B- and R-lines (Table

2.1).

The parentage of elite confectionery inbred lines is narrower than the parentage of

elite oilseed inbred lines (Table 2.1). Seventy-three percent of the ancestral diversity of

confectionery B-lines traced to two ancestral sources (Mennonite and Commander), while

69.7% of the ancestral diversity of confectionery R-lines traced to five ancestral sources

(Mennonite, Bonita Giant Manchurian, VNIIMK 1646, Texas Wild, and Sundak). The

ancestry of confectionery germplasm was dominated by Mennonite (24.9% to B-lines and

40.9% to R-lines) and Commander (48.5% to B-lines) (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. The percentage contribution (P,k x 100) of 58 ancestral germplasm sources
to elite oilseed and confectionery inbred lines (total), oilseed B- (fertility maintainer),
oilseed R- (fertility restorer), confectionery B-, and confectionery R-lines of sunflower.

Germplasm tTotal

Class

Oilseed
B-lines

Oilseed
R-lines

Confectionery
B-lines

Confectionery
R-lines

VNIIMK 1646 11.4 16.9 13.5 1.0 6.8

Mennonite 10.4 0.2 0.2 24.9 40.9
VNIIMK 6420 9.0 10.3 13.9 0.4 4.0
VNIIMK 3452 8.6 14.5 8.8 2.0 3.6
Texas Wild 8.4 5.6 15.5 0.0 6.2
Commander 8.4 0.0 0.0 48.5 0.4
VNIIMK 1813 5.0 8.5 5.2 1.0 1.8

Pervenets 3.4 4.6 2.2 4.6 2.2
Jdanovisky 8281 3.0 2.0 6.4 0.0 0.8
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Table 2.1, continued

VWRBS 2.0 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
USSR High Oil 2.0 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sundak 2.0 0.0 0.0 7.4 4.4
DMRRS 2.0 0.0 5.2 0.0 0.0
Bonita G Manchurian 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.4
Voshod 1.2 2.0 0.0 2.8 0.0
Select 1.2 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0
OP Israel 1.2 0.0 0.0 7.4 0.0
H. petiolaris 1.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0
DDR 1.2 2.0 1.6 0.0 0.0
Sunrise 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Smena 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Felix 1.0 0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0
Donsky 1.0 0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0
cms PI 1343763 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2
Start 0.6 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.0
Rk74198 0.6 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H55 0.6 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H52 0.6 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Armavirsky 50 0.6 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Arg43 0.6 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.0
Arg8018 0.6 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
82 Rom R Composite 0.6 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.0
SoremHT58 0.4 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0
S310 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
Rf8784 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
R02010332 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
P1161 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
NSH43 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
NSH27 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
NSH26 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
ND71401 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2
Hysun33 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
Hir34 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cms HA155 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.8
Chernyanka 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
83 Rom R Composite 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
82 Romanian R31 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0
82 Rom. B composite 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 2.1, continued

07657Rom 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S37338RR 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jumbo Israel 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6
cmsT 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0
H. praecox 424 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.4
H. praecox 419 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 3.2
H. praecox 417 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
H. argophylus 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
H. annuus 432 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
H. annuus 423 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total percentage germplasm contribution of each of the ancestral parents to all elite
breeding lines.

The mean coancestry for oilseed R-lines was 0.25, for oilseed B-lines was 0.10,

for confectionery R-lines was 0.31, and for confectionery B-lines was 0.25; thus, the

genetic diversity between oilseed R-lines, confectionery B-lines, and confectionery R-

lines, seems to be narrower than between oilseed B-lines (Table 2.2). The mean

coancestry for oilseed B-lines was only slightly greater than the mean coancestry between

oilseed B and R-lines (0.10 versus 0.07).

Cluster analysis of the genetic dissimilarities between lines produced a

phenogram (data not shown) with clades representing the market (oilseed versus

confection) and fertility restorer gene (restorer versus maintainer) classes of sunflower.

Because the original phenogram was unwieldy, a greatly simplified phenogram was

developed using the mean coancestries between groups (Fig. 2.1). A copy of the original

phenogram can be obtained from the corresponding author. There were seven key

clusters among the elite lines, in addition to several small clusters and unclustered lines.
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Table 2.2. Minimum, maximum, and mean coancestries (C) within and between oilseed
and confectionery maintainer (B) and restorer (R) lines.

Source

Coancestry

Number of lines Mean Minimum Maximum

Total 156 0.02 0.00 0.06
Oilseed Total (B + R) 106 0.13 0.01 0.28
Oilseed B 49 0.10 0.02 0.24
Oilseed R 57 0.25 0.02 0.45
Oilseed B x R 106 0.07 0.00 0.22
Confectionery Total (B + R) 50 0.18 0.04 0.28
Confectionery B 23 0.25 0.06 0.41
Confectionery R 27 0.31 0.04 0.48
Confectionery B x R 50 0.08 0.00 0.34
Oilseed x Confectionery Total 156 0.02 0.00 0.06
Oilseed B x Confectionery B 72 0.01 0.00 0.06
Oilseed B x Confectionery R 76 0.03 0.00 0.10
Oilseed R x Confectionery B 80 0.01 0.00 0.04
Oilseed R x Confectionery R 84 0.09 0.00 0.35

Four of the seven clusters (OB-A, OB-B, OB-C, and OB-D) were comprised of distinct

groups of oilseed B-lines (OB lines), while the other three clusters (OR, CB, and CR)

were comprised of oilseed R (OR), confectionery B (CB), or confectionery R (CR) lines.

Lines directly selected from ancestral germplasm sources either did not cluster or fell into

four small clusters of three lines each (HA308, HA323, and RHA280, HA385, HA393,

and 394, HA850, HA851, and HA853, and RHA389, RHA395, and RHA396), one

cluster of two lines (RHA365 and 392). These five clusters, five recently developed OB

lines (HA369, 370, 371, 372, 390), and four recently developed OR lines (RHA364, 374,

386, and 391) did not cluster with other OR lines.
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OB-A

OB-B

OB-C

OR

CB

CR

OB-D

Fig. 2.1. Phenogram for a UPGMA cluster analysis showing the genetic
dissimilarities between seven clusters of sunflower inbred lines estimated
from the mean coancestries between clusters. This analysiswas done using
the coancestries among 156 elite oilseed and confectionery inbred lines.
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Clear patterns of diversity did not emerge from the PC analysis of the inbred line by

inbred line coancestry matrix. The first three principal components only accounted for 26%

of the coancestry variance. By contrast, the first three principal components from the PC

analysis of the progenitor by elite line correlation matrix accounted for 49% of the

coancestry variance (the first, second, and third eigenvalues were 0.26, 0.14, and 0.09,

respectively). Lines belonging to different market (oilseed versus confectionery) and

fertility restorer (maintainer versus restorer) classes tended to group together (Fig. 2.2).

There were several exceptions. Oilseed B-lines were more dispersed than lines belonging to

the other three classes (OR, CB, and CR). Oilseed R-lines comprised a mostly continuous

group which partially overlapped with three of the OB groups. Most of the oilseed and

confectionery R-lines were strongly separated. Confectionery R-lines comprised a group

which was more strongly separated from the other groups, although there were outliers.

The mean coancestries of lines within clusters were much greater than between

clusters (Table 2.3). The mean coancestries within clusters ranged from 0.36 to 0.50,

whereas the mean coancestries between clusters ranged from 0.00 to 0.16. The mean

coancestries between the four oilseed B-line clusters ranged from 0.01 to 0.14. We searched

for the key ancestors and historically important lines underlying each cluster by estimating

the mean coancestries between ancestral germplasm sources and elite lines within clusters

(Table 2.4). The ancestral and intergenerational germplasm sources shown in Table 2.4 are

the most important or well known germplasm sources underlying each clusterthese

germplasm sources had the highest mean coancestries with elite lines within clusters.
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Fig. 2.2. Plots of the first and second (upper) and first and third (lower) principal
components estimated by principal component analysis of a correlation matrix
estimated from the mean coancestries between 156 inbred lines (independent
variables) and 23 ancestral or intergenerational germplasm sources (dependent
variables). Different symbols were used for oilseed maintainer lines (B-lines)
(filled circles), oilseed restorer lines (R-lines) (open circles), confectionery B-
lines (filled triangles), and confectionery R-lines (open triangles).
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Table 2.3. Mean coancestries of lines within (diagonal) and between (off diagonal) the
seven major oilseed fertility maintainer (OB), oilseed fertility restorer (OR),
confectionery fertility maintainer (CB), and confectionery fertility restorer (CR) clusters
of sunflower.

Cluster

Number
Cluster of Lines OB-A OB-B OB-C OB-D OR CB CR

OB-A
OB-B
OB-C
OB-D
OR
CB
CR

7
15

14
5

44
18
26

0.36 0.08
0.50

0.05
0.14
0.42

0.06
0.01
0.01
0.36

0.11
0.1

0.16
0.04
0.37

0.01
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.41

0.05
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.05
0.07
0.42

Within the OB-B cluster, for example, the most important ancestor was Cm303 and the

most well known inbred line was HA89; thus, as a basis for reference, the OB-B cluster

could be described as the Cm303 or HA89 cluster (Table 2.4). The most important

germplasm sources underlying some of the clusters were unnamed, transient, or unreleased.

These were assigned unique but arbitrary alphanumeric names to facilitate the analysis.

Transient intergenerational germplasm sources (A x B, C x D, and E x F) were found to be

the most important parents underlying elite lines within the OR, CB, and OB-D clusters

(Table 2.4). Because arbitrary names had to be assigned to transient germplasm sources, we

used historically important or well known inbred lines underlying a particular cluster were

used to name the cluster, e.g., RHA274 for OR, HA292 for CB, and HA8 for OB-D (Table

2.4). The seven clusters create a framework of heterotic groups for sunflower (Table 2.4).

The validity of the proposed heterotic groups and the discovery of different heterotic
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patterns can only be accomplished by the analysis of single-cross hybrid yield trials with a

view towards the proposed heterotic groups.



Table 2.4. Mean coancestriest between the seven oilseed fertility maintainer (OB), oilseed fertility restorer (OR), confectionery
fertility maintainer (CB), and confectionery fertility restorer (CR) clusters and key ancestral or intergenerational germplasm sources
and historically important inbred lines of sunflower.

Germplasm Cluster

Cluster

OB-A OB-B OB-C OB-D OR CB CR

Ancestral or Intergenerational Germplasm Sources
Cm 316 OB-A 0.39 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.12 0.01 0.03
Cm 303 OB-B 0.11 0.68 0.20 0.02 0.08 0.06 0.05
P21 VR1 OB-C 0.05 0.17 0.49 0.01 0.18 0.01 0.06
E x F OB-D 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.05 0.00 0.01
A x B OR 0.11 0.07 0.15 0.04 0.43 0.01 0.04
C x D CB 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.11
USDARC CR 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.45

Historically Important Inbred Lines
HA61 OB-A 0.40 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.13 0.00 0.07
HA89 OB-B 0.11 0.68 0.20 0.02 0.12 0.06 0.05
HA821 OB-C 0.05 0.17 0.54 0.01 0.18 0.01 0.05
HA8 OB-D 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.05 0.00 0.01
RHA274 OR 0.15 0.09 0.19 0.05 0.33 0.01 0.05
HA292 CB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.06
RHA294 CR 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.49

t Main diagonal = within cluster coancestries, off-diagonal = between cluster coancestries
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DISCUSSION

Cultivated sunflower is widely perceived as having a narrow genetic base (Koren et

al., 1992; Skoric, 1993; Vranceanu, 1985). There are two primary bases for this claim.

First, the crop is widely thought to have been developed from a narrow set of ancestors. No

specific numbers have been presented, nor have the backgrounds of the ancestors been

described. Our analysis showed that there are 58 ancestral germplasm sources in the genetic

backgrounds of the 156 public lines released in the US, although a significant fraction of the

diversity within market or fertility restorer classes can be traced to two to eight germplasm

sources. Naturally, some germplasm sources have had a greater role than others in the

development of the crop (Table 2.2). One of the problems with pedigree analysis is that

ancestors must, out of necessity, be treated as unrelated; thus, if any of the ancestral

germplasm sources are closely related, then the patterns of diversity could be different from

what we reported.

Second, breeding bottlenecks have necessarily restricted and narrowed the diversity

present in the wild and ancestral gene pools. Confectionery germplasm seems to have a

narrower genetic base than oilseed germplasm. The two most important parents of oilseed

germplasm were VNIllvIK 1646 and Texas Wild. Seventeen percent and 15.5% of the

parentage of oilseed B- and R-lines trace to VNIIMK 1646 and Texas Wild, respectively.

Despite this, the diversity within and between heterotic groups certainly has not been

exhausted in sunflower.

The diversity among maintainer lines was slightly greater than among restorer lines.

The overall mean coancestry for R-lines was 0.09, whereas the overall mean coancestry for

B-lines was 0.01 (Table 2.2). The predicted mean coancestry among random oilseed R-
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lines was 0.25, between random confectionery R-lines was 0.31, and between random

confectionery B-lines was 0.25. The coancestry for full-sibs between non-inbred parents is

Cp = 0.25; thus, the mean inbreeding coefficient of progeny from a random sample of

single crosses between lines within one of these three classes is predicted to be similar to the

inbreeding coefficient for full-sibs. The predicted mean inbreeding coefficient for random

single crosses between oilseed B-lines (0.10) was much less than this. There are, of course,

specific single crosses within any of the pools with coancestry coefficients less than or

greater than the means.

There were 313 germplasm sources in the database we assembled. There is a wealth

of germplasm for which pedigree records are lacking and unpublished. The ancestral

parents we studied fall into this category. The pedigree database could be strengthened by

adding records for VMINK 1646, 6420, 3452, and 1813, USSR High Oil, USDA Texas

Wild, Pervenets, and Jdanovisky 8281, particularly if those records document the ancestral

connections between these germplasm sources.

Sunflower breeding has been mostly restricted to crosses within market or fertility

restorer classes. The latter has been highlighted by three DNA fingerprinting studies using

elite oilseed inbred lines (Gentzibittel et al., 1994; Berry et al., 1994; Hongtrakul et al.,

1997). The former was highlighted by the present analysis. Natural bottlenecks arise from

the practice of crossing lines within classes. This practice maintains characteristics

necessary for hybrid seed production (e.g., multiple branches and fertility restoring alleles

among males) or commercial production (confectionery versus oilseed markets). The goal

of the present analysis find heterotic groups underlying the various classes in sunflower.

The present study encompassed a much broader range of germplasm than had been
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previously used in DNA fingerprinting studies and showed which germplasm sources need

to be fingerprinted to anchor the DNA fingerprint databases of sunflower.

Breeding typically erodes genetic diversity unless new diversity is consciously

introduced. This is particularly difficult in a seed industry faced with strong competition

and diverse breeding goals. Although wild sunflower is self-incompatible and strongly

allogamous and the hybrid seed industry of sunflower is fairly young, the short commerical

breeding history of this crop has produced bottlenecks similar to those found in soybean

(Sneller, 1994), oats (Souza and Sorrel ls, 1989), barley (Messmer et al., 1993), and other

highly bred species. Even when new diversity and exotic germplasm is introduced, the elite

gene pool may still be dominated by a few ancestral germplasm sources because the lines

descended from these sources produce the most outstanding hybrids.

New diversity can be introduced by directly selecting in exotic populations or

backcrossing exotic by elite populations to the exotic parent, but these processes are slow

and costly. The former fails when the exotic population lacks critical traits, e.g., self-

compatibility, and the latter runs counter to the standard practice of introgressing diversity

from an exotic source by backcrossing to the elite parent rather than by enhancing the exotic

parent by introgressing important traits from the elite parent. Much work is needed,

however, to ascertain which wild germplasm sources hold the most promise for increasing

the diversity of the elite gene pool.
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Chapter 3

GENETIC DISTANCE, HETEROSIS, AND HYBRID PERFORMANCE WITHIN
AND BETWEEN HETEROTIC PATTERNS OF OILSEED SUNFLOWER

Mercy T. Cheres, Jerry F. Miller, Jimmie M. Crane, and Steven J. Knapp
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ABSTRACT

Hybrid cultivars are predominant in commercial production of oilseed sunflower

(Helianthus annuus L.), but heterotic groups and patterns have not been defined.

Agronomic distances (Gy) among 17 inbred lines, and linear contrasts of mean seed

yields and plant heights among all possible heterotic patterns were estimated. These

estimates were used to validate the heterotic groups proposed from analyses of genetic

distances estimated from pedigree records (Gc) and amplified fragment length

polymorphism (AFLP) fingerprints (GD). Gy was estimated from seed yields of the

inbred parents, 42 female x male (B x R) hybrids, and 72 female x female (B x B)

hybrids. A subset of 13 B x B and 22 B x R hybrids with information on both GD and Gc

estimates between inbred parents were used to assess whether or not hybrid seed yields

could be predicted from GD or Gc . Cluster analysis performed on the Gy matrix

produced heterotic groupings similar to those produced by cluster analyses of the GD and

Gc matrices, but with some key differences. Several hybrids between lines within and

between BB and Bc heterotic groups were outstanding, thereby casting doubt on the

validity of the original B-line groupings. The most outstanding B x B hybrids in Oregon

or North Dakota were HA372 x HA383 and HA372 x HA850 (Bc x Bc heterotic pattern)

and HA89 x HA384 (BB x Bc heterotic pattern). The Bc x R2 heterotic pattern produced

the highest yielding B x R hybrids. GD was strongly correlated with seed yield (r =

0.69), seed yield heterosis (r = 0.70), and plant height (r= 0.63) within crosses with

below average GD estimates between inbred parent lines. A model with both general

combining ability (GCA) and GD as predictors of single-cross hybrid performance among
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the 22 B x R hybrids explained variation in seed yield better than a model with either of

the predictors alone.

INTRODUCTION

Directional dominance and heterosis tend to increase as genetic diversity

increases (Gamma and Hallauer, 1977). Several measures of genetic diversity have been

used in crop plants to predict the performance of hybrids or segregating progeny from

crosses. Genetic diversity among the parents of single-cross hybrids can often be

assessed through the analysis of pedigree records, morphological and agronomic traits,

and DNA fingerprints. DNA fingerprint and coancestry data have been widely used to

identify historically or genetically important germplasm groups (Smith et al., 1991, 1992,

1993; Smith and Smith, 1992; Berry et al., 1994; Gentzibittel et al., 1994; Mumm and

Dudley, 1994; Gerdes and Tracy, 1994, Hongtrakul et al., 1997; Cheres and Knapp,

1998). Most maize (Zea mays L.) breeding lines, for example, can be assigned to

heterotic groups using coancestry analysis, breeder experience, DNA fingerprint analysis,

and single-cross hybrid performance (Lee et al. 1989; Dudley et al., 1991).

Historically important heterotic groups and patterns have been used as the

framework for developing new inbred lines in hybrid maize breeding programs (Smith

and Smith, 1987). The Lancaster x Stiff Stalk Synthetic heterotic pattern is one of the

more prominent of these (Dudley et al.; 1991; Smith et al., 1990). Several other

important heterotic patterns are known in maize. Heterotic groups and patterns per se

seem to have had a less important role in hybrid sunflower breeding. Heterotic groups
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have been proposed in sunflower (Hongtrakul et al, 1997; Cheres and Knapp, 1998), but

the breeding history of this crop is quite different from maize and the genetic distances

and boundaries between heterotic groups in sunflower are not as great as most of those

found in maize.

The relationship between genetic distance between parental lines and the

performance of their hybrid and segregating progeny has been investigated in

autogamous (Manjarrez-Sandoval et al., 1997; Martin et al., 1995) and allogamous (Lee

et al., 1989; Smith et al., 1990; Godshalk et al., 1990; Charcosset et al., 1991; Tersac et

al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1995) crops with mixed results. Smith et al. (1990) found a direct

relationship between RFLP and coancestry-based genetic distance, seed yield, and

heterosis for seed yield among 37 inbred lines of maize selected to represent a broad

range of coancestries. Lee et al (1989) and Godshalk et al. (1990) observed low

correlations between RFLP-based genetic distance and hybrid performance in maize.

Charcosset et al. (1991) concluded that the efficiency of prediction of F1 hybrid

performance based on molecular marker heterozygosities would be achieved if markers

were selected for their relationships to the traits of interest, an observation supported by a

simulation study conducted by Bernardo (1992).

Hybrid cultivars are predominant in commercial production of oilseed sunflower,

but formal heterotic patterns similar to those found in maize have not been defined.

Recent studies on the use of restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) (Berry et

al., 1994; Gentzbittel et al., 1994), amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP)

( Hongtrakul et al., 1997), and coancestries (Cheres and Knapp, 1998) to assess the

diversity of elite proprietary and public breeding lines of sunflower have shown a
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separation of lines into maintainer (B) of cytoplasmic male sterility and restorer (R) of

sterile cytoplasm lines. From the coancestry and the AFLP studies heterotic groups

within the elite public breeding lines of oilseed sunflower have been proposed

(Hongtrakul et al., 1997; Cheres and Knapp, 1998).

There is evidence of a correlation between genetic distance based on polymorphic

isozyme loci and general combining ability (GCA) effects of parents for seed yield, seed

oil content, and seed moisture percentage in sunflower (Tersac et al., 1993). Our

objectives were to evaluate the use of AFLP and coancestry information on parents to (i)

assign breeding lines of oilseed sunflower to agronomically meaningful groups, and (ii)

predict the agronomic performance of single cross hybrids of sunflower.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant materials and field experiments

The heterotic groups to which the lines used in this study belong were re-named to

unify the groupings proposed in the AFLP fingerprint (Hongtrakul et al, 1997) and

coancestry (Cheres and Knapp, 1998) analyses (Table 3.1). Fourteen female and four male

inbred lines were used (Table 3.1). The female lines were unbranched isogenic pairs of

fertility maintainer (B) and cytoplasmic-genic male-sterile (A) inbreds. A-lines were used

as females in female x male and female x female line crosses. B-lines were used as males in

female x female line crosses. For clarity and simplicity, female lines are hereafter called B-

lines.
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A-, B-, and R-lines were grown in a crossing nursery at East Farm, Corvallis, OR in

1995. Seed was produced for 42 of the 56 possible female x male inbred line (B x R)

crosses and 81 of the 91 possible B x B line crosses. The B x R hybrids were unbranched

and male-fertile. B x B hybrids were unbranched and male-sterile (because A-lines were

used as the females).

The experiment was grown at Corvallis, OR and Casselton, ND in the summers of

1996 and 1997 using a simple square (12 x 12) lattice experiment design with four complete

blocks (replications).

Table 3.1. Type and proposed heterotic groups (based on coancestry and AFLP fingerprint
analyses) of the 18 inbred line parents of single-cross hybrids of sunflower evaluated at
Corvallis, OR and Casselton, ND in 1996 and 1997.

Heterotic group

Line Type Coancestry AFLP fingerprint Names

HA370 B Unclustered B2 BB
HA372 B Unclustered B2 Bc
HA382 B OB-B BB
HA383 B OB-C - Bc
HA384 B OB-C Bc
HA3 85 B Unclustered Ungrouped
HA390 B Unclustered Ungrouped
HA821 B OB-C B2 Bc
HA822 B OB-C B2 Bc
HA850 B Unclassified - Ungrouped
HA851 B Unclassified - Ungrouped
HA852 B OB-B B1 BB
HA853 B Unclassified - Ungrouped
HA89 B OB-B B1 BB
RHA377 R OR R1 R1
RHA801 R OR R1 R1
RHA274 R OR R2 R2
RHA373 R OR R2 R2
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The 144 entries were 14 B-lines, four R-lines, 42 B x R hybrids, 81 B x B hybrids, and three

check hybrids from Pioneer Hi-Bred (Pioneer 6230, 6339, and 6451). One complete block

was replanted at Corvallis in 1996 because of seedling damage caused by birds. Seven B x

R crosses (HA850 x RHA801, HA390 x RHA274, HA851 x RHA801, HA821 x RHA274,

HA821 x RHA377, HA850 x RHA274, and HA852 x RHA373) and five B x B crosses

(HA383 x HA850, HA370 x HA383, HA370 x HA382, HA385 x HA390, and HA372 x

HA852) were missing in 1997 because of insufficient planting seed. These plots were

planted with one of the R-lines (data were not recorded for these plots).

Forty seeds of each entry were sown in six meter rows spaced 0.76 meters apart at

Corvallis. The Corvallis experiments were sown on 14 May 1996 and 15 May 1997 at East

Farm. One and a half to two meter alleys were used between complete blocks. There were

12 incomplete blocks and 144 entries per complete block. The soil at East Farm is a

Chehalis series dark brown silt loam. Seeds were planted with a cone seeder at a depth of

13 cm. Nitrogen (53.8 kg N ha."1) and phosphorus (67.2 kg P ha."1) were incorporated prior

to planting. The experiment was hand weeded and sprinkler irrigated. We applied 0.84 cm

of water after planting and 2.54 to 3.38 cm of water every 13 to 22 days until the end of

August in 1996. We applied 2.54 cm of water on 22 July and 4 August in1997. The

experiments were hand harvested and threshed using a combine. Plots were harvested on 5

and 12 September in 1996 and 3 and 4 September in 1997. The threshed seed was stored in

cotton bags; oven dried at 38 °C for three weeks, cleaned using an air screen cleaner, and

weighed.

Forty seeds of each entry were sown in six meter rows spaced 0.91 meters apart at

Casselton, ND. The Casselton experiments were sown on 23 May 1996 and 27 May 1997.
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The soil at Casselton is a Beardon silty clay loam (fine silty frigid Aeric calciaquoll). Seeds

were planted with a cone seeder at a depth of 5 cm. Nitrogen was applied at planting to

achieve a yield goal of 2,000 kg ha 1. Trifluralin (@, @, @-trifluoro-2, 6-dinitro-N,N-

dipropyl-p-toluidine) and machine cultivation were used to control weeds. Plots were

combine harvested on 10 October in 1996 and 14 October in 1997.

The dependent variables (traits) measured at each location were days to 50%

flowering (flowering), plant height (cm), seed yield (kg plot-1), and seed oil content (g kg').

A plot was judged to have reached 50% bloom when half of the plants were at the R5.1

growth stage (Schneiter and Miller, 1981). Plant heights were recorded at physiological

maturity. Fifteen gram seed samples were drawn from each plot for oil content analyses.

Seed oil contents were measured using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (Oxford instruments,

Concord, MA) (Robertson and Morrison, 1973) on seed samples at 10% moisture.

Statistical Analyses

Analyses of variance across locations and years were performed with the effects of

entries (inbred lines and hybrids) fixed and the effects of years, locations, years x locations,

entries x years, entries x locations, entries x locations x years, replications nested in years

and locations, and incomplete blocks nested in replications random. Least square means for

entries (entry means adjusted for incomplete block differences) were estimated using PROC

MIXED (SAS, 1996). Tests for differences between entry means and contrasts between

entry means and entry x location means were performed using F-statistics produced by

PROC MIXED (SAS, 1996). Tests for differences among random effects were performed
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using F-statistics produced by PROC GLM (SAS, 1989). Because stand counts were not

uniform across the experiment, the number of plants per plot was used as a covariate for the

analysis of seed yield differences. Heterosis effects were estimated using linear contrasts

between least square means for hybrids and B-line parents for B x R hybrids and between

least square means for hybrids and the mean of the two B-line parents for B x B hybrids (B-

line seed yields were greater than R-line seed yields for every hybrid).

A separate analysis of the 42 B x R crosses (factorial mating design) was performed

with the effects of males, females, and male x female interactions random. This analysis

was done to get estimates of the importance of general versus specific combining ability

(additive versus dominance genetic variance) for the B x R crosses. The REML method of

PROC VARCOMP (SAS, 1989) was used to produce estimates of the female, male, and

female x male variances for each trait. Because the parent lines were inbred, the expected

values of the female and male variances are 6,2 = o-F2 -11 + o-2 and female x male

variance is o o + 4 a (Fehr, 1993).

Seed yield-based distance (Gy) between inbred parents was estimated for each

hybrid using transformed seed yields (kg ha.-1 x 104) from a matrix with transformed inbred

line seed yields as the diagonal elements and transformed hybrid seed yields as the off-

1/2, 1 i
diagonal elements. Gy = 2.,,,-,g,, -4)2[ was estimated using the DISTANCE

procedure of NTSYS (1993) for continuous variables (traits), where Yk, is the mean seed

yield of all possible hybrids with the ith line, Y1 is the mean seed yield of all possible

hybrids with the jth line, and n is the number of hybrids with the ith and jth lines. Cluster
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analysis was performed on the Gy matrix using the unweighted pair group mean method

with arithmetic averages (UPMGA) ofNTSYS (1993).

Two methods were used to check the validity of heterotic groups proposed in

AFLP fingerprint (Hongtrakul et al., 1997) and coancestry (Cheres and Knapp, 1998)

analyses. First, heterotic groups produced by cluster analysis of genetic distances

estimated from Gy were compared with heterotic groups produced by cluster analyses of

genetic distances estimated from AFLP fingerprint (GD) and coancestry (Gc) analyses.

Second, linear contrasts were estimated to compare least square means for seed yield and

plant height among all possible heterotic patterns of 42 B x R hybrids. Least square

means were estimated for prospective B x R heterotic patterns (BB x R1, BB x R2, Bc x

R1, and Bc x R2) by pooling hybrids belonging to each heterotic pattern (female heterotic

group x male heterotic group hybrids). Contrasts were estimated for all possible

comparisons (six total) between heterotic patterns (1/2 x 42 - 4). PROC MIXED (SAS,

1996) was used for this analysis.

We had Gc estimates for all possible hybrids (123 total) among the 18 inbred lines

used in this study (Cheres and Knapp, 1998) and DNA fingerprint data for 35 of the 123

hybrids used in this study because only 10 of the 18 lines were fingerprinted by

Hongtrakul et al. (1997). The fingerprinted lines, however, cover the known heterotic

groups, and the 35 hybrids (13 B x B and 22 B x R) cover the prospective heterotic

patterns of sunflower. The 35 hybrids were used to assess the relationship between

genetic distance among inbred lines and the agronomic performance of their F1 hybrids.
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GE, was re-estimated from the original AFLP data of Hongtrakul et al. (1997)

N.
using GD = 1 where N, is the number of matching AFLP bands between

N +2N'
17

inbreds i and j and N,13 is the number of non-matching AFLP bands between inbreds i and

j (Rogers and Tanimoto, 1960) so that all of the analyses could be performed using

NTSYS (1993). Gc was estimated by Gc. =1 , where C,3 is the coancestry between

inbreds i and j.

Simple correlation coefficients were estimated between Gc, GD, seed yield, seed

yield heterosis, plant height, plant height heterosis, seed oil content, and flowering for the B

x R and the B x B hybrid groups. The 35 hybrids with both GD and Gc estimates were split

into two groups. The first group (group 1) composed of hybrids with between parent GD

estimates below the mean and the second group (group 2) composed of hybrids with

between parent GD estimates above the mean. Simple correlation coefficients were

estimated between Gc, GD seed yield, seed yield heterosis, plant height, and plant height

heterosis for group 1 and group 2 hybrids. Within the 22 B x R hybrids, observed seed

yields were regressed on general combining ability (GCA) and GD. Predicted and observed

seed yields were compared for B x R hybrids..
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hybrid Performance and Heterosis

There were significant differences (P < 0.01) between entries for all traits within and

between locations. Entry x year and entry x location interaction effects were non-significant

for plant height and seed oil content. Location and entry x location interaction effects were

highly significant, while year and year x entry interaction effects were non-significant for

seed yield and days to 50% flowering. The entry x location interaction for seed yield was

primarily caused by differences in the magnitudes of mean differences within locations.

Hybrid rankings for seed yield were similar for several hybrids in both locations,

particularly several of the more outstanding hybrids. The ranks of the top nine B x R

hybrids (excluding B x B hybrids) were the same in both locations. There were, however,

several significant seed yield differences for B x R and B x B hybrids between locations,

e.g., HA384 x HA390 was ranked fourth in OR and thirty-eighth in ND, HA821 x HA385

was ranked forty-fifth in OR and fourth in ND, and HA89 x HA3 84 was ranked third in OR

and one-hundred and eighth in ND. By contrast, HA383 x RHA373 was ranked first in OR

and third in ND and HA372 x HA383 was ranked fifth in OR and first in ND.

Seed yields ranged from 464 to 656 kg ha4 for R-lines, 578 to 1306 kg ha:I for B-

lines, 1,939 to 3,285 kg ha-1 for B x R hybrids, and 1,752 to 3,066 kg haTi for B x B hybrids

(not shown). B- and R-lines and B x R and B x B hybrids produced significantly more seed

and oil, flowered significantly later, and were significantly shorter in OR than ND (Table

3.2). B x R and B x B hybrids produced two-fold more seed in OR than ND. The seed yield
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of HA383 x RHA373, the highest yielding hybrid in both locations, was 4,743 kg ha-1 in OR

and 1,851 kg haT1 in ND.

B x R and B x B hybrids produced significantly more seed than B- and R-lines

(Table 3.2). B-lines other than HA385 produced significantly more seed than R-lines. The

seed yield of HA385 (578 kg ha-1) was not significantly different from the mean seed yield

for the four R-lines (531 kg ha-'). The seed yields of the B x R and B x B hybrids were not

significantly different. Four of the top five highest yielding hybrids in both locations were B

x B. There were no significant differences in the seed yields of the top five hybrids overall

in ND, while HA383 x RHA373 produced significantly more seed than the four B x B

hybrids ranked two through five.

There was a significant (p = 0.0003) correlation between B-line seed yieldper se

and hybrid seed yield (r = 0.52) and no correlation between R-line seed yieldper se and

hybrid seed yield (r = 0.01). Heterosis effects were significant for all hybrids for seed yield

and plant height and for two and one hybrid, respectively for seed oil content and flowering

(Table 3.3). Heterosis was greatest for seed yield, and hybrid seed yield was significantly

correlated (r = 0.94) with percent heterosis. Several hybrids produced less oil and flowered

later than the B-line parents.

Female and male variances were significant for all four traits, whereas male x female

variances were significant for seed yield only. The pooled male and female variance

component for seed yield was aL + c + = 49,089, while the male x female

variance component for seed yield was 6 = 6D A2a = 2,890 ; thus, even if 100% of

the male x female variance was additive x additive epistatic genetic variance, most of the

genetic variance for seed yield had to have been additive since 49,089 2,890 = 46,199.



Table 3.2. Least square mean differences in seed yield (kg ha'), plant height (cm), seed oil content (g kg-I), and days to 50%
flowering (days) between groups of single-cross hybrids within and between locations averaged over two years (1996 and 1997).

Seed yield Height Oil content 50% flowering

tContrast Estimate P Estimate P Estimate P Estimate

Both locations

BxBvsBxR 11.64 0.9793 5.20 0.0020 302 0.0497 1 0.1704BxBvsB 1398.89 0.0296 29.00 0.0001 180 0.1762 -1 0.0785BxBvsR 1937.80 0.0105 24.63 0.0003 372 0.032 0 0.9015BxRvsB 1387.24 0.0305 23.79 0.0001 -122 0.3306 3 0.0181BxRvsR 1926.15 0.0107 19.44 0.0008 71 0.5738 1 0.2325

Corvallis, OR vs Casselton, ND

B x BoR vs B x BND 1882.36 0.0001 -16.05 0.0015 169 0.0116 5 0.0001
B x RoR vs B x RND 1834.25 0.0001 -15.33 0.0027 346 0.0001 5 0.0001
BoR vs BND 960.32 0.0001 -17.06 0.0015 442 0.0001 6 0.0001
ROR vs RND 653.44 0.0001 -21.90 0.0006 538 0.0001 2 0.0677

tOR = Oregon, ND = North Dakota (subscripted), R = restorer line, B = maintainer line, B x B = maintainer by maintainer line
crosses, B x R = maintiner by restorer line crosses.



Table 3.3. Least square mean agronomic performance, and maintainer (B) line parent heterosis effects for 10 selected B x R single-
cross hybrids tested in Corvallis, OR and Casselton, ND in 1996 and 1997.

Seed yield Height

Hybrid Mean Effect P Mean Effect P

kg ha' cm
HA383 x RHA373 3285.38 2068.45 0.0001 175.5 21.8 0.0001
HA383 x RHA274 2896.58 1679.66 0.0001 178.3 24.6 0.0001
HA372 x RHA377 2807.16 1568.58 0.0001 168.3 16.6 0.0012
HA384 x RHA373 2782.25 1476.06 0.0001 175.0 24.7 0.0001
HA372 x RHA274 2779.78 1541.21 0,0001 177.1 25.4 0.0001
HA821 x RHA373 2700.34 1409.72 0.0001 170.9 25.5 0.0001
HA384 x RHA274 2693.45 1387.26 0.0001 169.2 18.9 0.0001
HA372 x RHA373 2648.30 1473.32 0.0001 177.9 26.3 0.0001
HA852 x RHA373 2652.76 1461.77 0.0001 173.8 40.4 0.0001
HA89 x RHA373 2556.95 1498.86 0.0001 170.8 45.1 0.0001
% Mean heterosis 138.62 17.9



Table 3.3, continued

Seed oil 50 % flowering

Hybrid Mean Effect P Mean Effect

g kg -1 days to
HA383 x RHA373 410 7.0 0.6370 73.9 -2.3 0.1039
HA383 x RHA274 406 3.4 0.8213 73.4 -3.0 0.0344
HA372 x RHA377 433 10.1 0.5136 74.4 -0.0 0.9808
HA384 x RHA373 420 -44.7 0.0030 73.9 -1.5 0.3031
HA372 x RHA274 391 -31.5 0.0030 74.5 -0.2 0.8615
HA821 x RHA373 434 -16.8 0.2600 72.8 -3.7 0.0096
HA384 x RHA274 431 -33.5 0.0251 73.9 -1.5 0.2832
HA372 x RHA373 406 -16.2 0.2795 76.5 1.9 0.1763
HA852 x RHA373 417 3.9 0.8049 73.5 1.4 0.4029
HA89 x RHA373 417 -34.5 0.0213 75.1 -1.6 0.2620
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The pooled male and female variance components for height, oil content, and flowering

were 81.0, 1.8, and 3.3, respectively. The female x male variances were 0.0 (100% of the

genetic variance was additive) for these traits.

Heterotic groups

Cluster analysis of the Gy matrix for 17 inbred lines (114 single-cross hybrids)

mostly separated lines into female (B) and male (R) line clusters paralleling the clusters

produced by DNA fingerprint (Berry et al., 1994; Gentzbittel et al., 1994; Hongtrakul et

al., 1997) and coancestry (Cheres and Knapp, 1998) analyses (Fig. 3.1). There were,

however, a few striking differences between the clusters produced by the analysis of Gy

versus Gc and GD matrices. First, three B-lines (HA850, HA851, and HA390) clustered

with R-lines and were part of the nuclear R-line cluster. HA851 was closely clustered

with RHA274, the inbred line that anchors the R2 heterotic group (Fig. 3.1). Similarly,

HA390 was closely clustered with RHA377 and RHA801, the inbred line that anchors the

R1 heterotic group.

Second, the original Bc heterotic group (Hongtrakul et al., 1997; Cheres and

Knapp, 1998) seems to be comprised of two groups (Fig. 3.1). The phenogram is

bifurcated branch leading to a cluster of HA383, HA384, and HA821 and the other

branch leading to a cluster of the other B-lines apart from the three B-lines clustered with

R-lines.
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Fig. 3.1. Phenogram produced by cluster analysis of the agronomic distance matrix estimated
using seed yields (x 104) of 17 inbred lines and 114 single-cross hybrids of oilseed sunflower. 4=,
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The outstanding performance of hybrids between B-lines from each of these groups (e.g.,

HA372 x HA383) and the bifurcated clusters led us to propose splitting the original Bc

group in two with the Bc group comprised of HA370, HA852, HA382, HA89, HA372,

HA822 and the BE group comprised of HA383, HA384, and HA821 (Fig. 3.1).

The third discrepancy between the groupings produced by the analyses of the Gc,

GD, and Gy matrices was the placement of HA89 and HA852. Pedigree records (Cheres

and Knapp, 1998) and DNA fingerprints ( Hongtrakul et al., 1997) clearly lumped these

B-lines into a group (Be) distinct from Bc yet they were solidly lumped into the Bc group

by the seed yield analysis (Fig.3.1). A separate heterotic group for HA89 and HA852

may not be warranted, even though DNA fingerprints clearly segregate them from other

B-lines (Hongtrakul et al., 1997).

Fourth, RHA274 clustered with RHA377 and RHA801 clustered with RHA373 in

this analysis, whereas RHA274 clustered with RHA373 and RHA801 clustered with

RHA377 in a DNA fingerprint analysis (Hongtrakul et al., 1997). This casts some doubt

on the utility of the R1 and R2 groupings. These findings parallel those reported by

Dudley et al. (1991) in maize. Analyses of seed yield differences among single-cross

maize hybrids did not consistently produce the same heterotic groups as coancestry and

DNA fingerprint analyses.

Crosses between lines from different proposed heterotic groups constitute

possible heterotic patterns. To further evaluate the validity of the proposed heterotic

groups (Table 3.1), we compared seed yield and plant height performances of B x R

hybrids from all possible heterotic patterns. There were four B x R heterotic patterns

among these groups and six contrasts between the four heterotic patterns (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4. Least square mean differences in seed yield and plant height between pairs of
F1 hybrids from different proposed (B x R) heterotic groups.

Seed yield Plant height

Contrast Estimate P Estimate P

kg hil cm

BB X R1 vs BB X R2 -262.57 0.0642 -12.61 0.0001
BB x R1 vs Bc x R1 -113.75 0.0710 -1.92 0.0254
BB X R1 vs Bc X R2 -220.62 0.0004 -7.60 0.0001
Bc x R1 vs Bc X R2 -106.87 0.0470 -5.68 0.0001
BB X R2 VS Bc x R1 -17.54 0.7835 4.38 0.0001
BB X R2 vs Bc x R2 -89.34 0.1536 -1.29 0.1433

The least square mean seed yields between two pairs of heterotic patterns were

significantly different (BB x RI versus Bc x R2 and Bc x RI versus Bc x R2) (Table 3.4).

Least square mean seed yield differences between two other pairs of heterotic patterns

were marginally non-significant (BB x RI versus BB x R2, and BB x R1 versus Bc x R1).

The height differences between five pairs of heterotic patterns were significant (Table

3.4). BB x R2 hybrids were 12.60 cm taller than BB x R1, Bc x R1 hybrids were 1.92 cm

taller than BB x R1 hybrids, Bc x R2 hybrids were 7.60 cm taller than BB x R1 hybrids, Bc

X R2 hybrids were 5.68 cm taller than Bc x R1 hybrids, and BB x R2 hybrids were 4.38 cm

taller than Bc x R1 hybrids.

Overall, lines belonging to the Bc heterotic group yielded higher in test crosses

with the R-lines than lines from the BB group (Table 3.4). However, the superiority of

the Bc group was higher when R-lines from the RI group were used as testers than when
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R-lines from the R2 group were used as testers. Bc x R2 seems to be the best heterotic

pattern for seed yield.

Genetic Distance, Heterosis, and Hybrid Performance

The mean GD between parents of the 35 single cross hybrids was 0.30, and ranged

between 0.14 to 0.36. Based on the between parent GD estimates, hybrids ranked

between 1 and 14 since some pairs of parental lines were equidistant (Table 3.5). Three

of the 13 B x B line hybrids had above average between parent GD estimates, while four

of the B x R line hybrids had below average between parent GD estimates (not shown).

HA372 x HA370, HA370 x HA821, and HA372 x HA852 had between parent GD

estimates above average, while HA89 x RHA801, HA852 x RHA801, and HA852 x

RHA377, and HA89 x RHA377 had between parent GD estimates that were below

average. When GD ranks were used to select parents of potential single cross hybrids,

seven of the ten highest yielding hybrids ranked between 1 and 7 (Table 3.5). HA372 x

RHA377 was the highest yielding single-cross hybrid, but it ranked the 5th in the

between parent GD estimates. HA89 x HA852 had both the lowest between parent GD

estimate and the lowest seed yield. The highest GD estimate was between HA821 and

RHA377. However, the single cross hybrid, HA821 x RHA377 ranked 9th in seed yield.

Estimated GD values were significantly correlated with seed yield and plant height

within B x B and B x R line hybrids, and with seed yield heterosis within B x B line

hybrids (Table 3.6). The correlation between GD and plant height heterosis was not

significant within both hybrid groups.
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Table 3.5. Type, hybrid seed yield (kg ha-1), AFLP distance(GD) between parents, and
ranks for the ten highest yielding out of the 35 hybrids with both seed yield and GD
estimates.

Hybrid Yield Rank GD Rank

HA372 x RHA377 2807.16 1 0.31 6
HA372 x RHA274 2779.78 2 0.35 2
HA821 x HA822 2658.61 3 0.27 10
HA852 x RHA373 2652.76 4 0.32 5

HA372 x RHA373 2648.30 5 0.33 4
HA852 x HA822 2600.33 6 0.27 10
HA370 x HA821 2594.23 7 0.31 6
HA370 x HA822 2589.79 8 0.30 7
HA821 x RHA377 2573.45 9 0.36 1

HA821 x HA372 2557.77 10 0.28 9

Gc was moderately, but not significantly correlated with seed yield, plant height, seed

yield heterosis, and plant height heterosis within B x B line hybrids. Correlations

between Gc and seed yield, seed yield heterosis, plant height and plant height heterosis

for B x R line hybrids were not significant. Gc and GD estimates were not correlated with

seed oil content and days to 50% flowering. The lack of correlation between genetic

distance (Gc and GD), and seed oil content and days to 50% flowering is as expected

since heterotic effects for both of these traits among the single cross hybrids evaluated in

this study were not significant.

Due to the limited number of lines with non-zero coancestries with the rest of the

lines used as parents in this study, the correlation of Gc and the agronomic traits was

imprecise. For example within the B x B crosses, only five B x B line hybrids out of the

thirteen had non-zero coancestries with the other lines.
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Table 3.6. Correlations of AFLP distance (GD), coancestry distance (Gc) and agronomic
performance of 22 maintainer x Restorer (B x R) and 13 B x B line hybrids of oilseed
sunflower.

Trait
Hybrid performance % heterosis:

B x RBxB B x R BxB

GD
Seed yield (kg ha-1) 0.79* 0.63* 0.76* 0.21
Plant height (cm) 0.70* 0.47* 0.45 -0.40
Oil content (g Kg 1) -0.04 0.06
50% flowering (days) 0.21 0.17

Gc
Seed yield (kg ha 1) 0.54 -0.02 0.56 0.15
Plant height (cm) 0.50 0.14 0.59 0.23
Oil content (g Kg-1) -0.14 -0.49
50% flowering (days) -0.44 0.29

*Significant at 5 % level of probability.
:Heterotic effects were not significant for seed oil content and days to 50% flowering for
all hybrids and hence correlations of heterosis with genetic distance was not computed

Hybrids with either HA370 or HA372 as a parent were not included in the correlation

analyses between Gc and hybrid performance. These two lines were not classified in the

coancestry study due to lack of detailed pedigree records (Table 3.1).

Knowledge of genetic distance between parents can potentially be used by

breeders to select the most divergent parents within the elite gene pool. To test whether

such a selection approach would be effective in identifying parents of high yielding

hybrids, we divided the hybrids into two groups (Table 3.7). The first group (group 1)

consisted of hybrids with between parent GD estimates below the 0.3 average, while the

second group (group 2) consisted of hybrids with between parent GD estimates above

average.
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Table 3.7. Correlations between AFLP distance (GD), coancestry-derived distance(Gc),
seed yield, seed yield heterosis, plant height, and plant height heterosis for hybrids with
higher or lower than average GD estimates between their parents.

Below average (group 1) Above average (group 2)

GD Gc GD GC

Seed yield (kg ha-1) 0.69* 0.14 0.16 0.56
Seed yield heterosis 0.70* 0.22 -0.31 0.55
Plant height (cm) 0.63* 0.29 0.38 0.36
Plant height heterosis (kg ha-1) 0.45 0.65 -0.04 0.14

*Significant at 5% level of probability.

A two sample t-test was used to compare the performance of hybrids in the two groups.

Group 2 hybrids yielded approximately 200 kg ha'' higher than group 1 hybrids (p =

0.0265). However, these two groups did not significantly differ in seed yield heterosis (p

= 0.0625). The correlations between GD and seed yield, seed yield heterosis, and plant

height were significant for hybrids in group 1 (Table 3.7). These correlations were not

significant for hybrids in group 2. Gc was not significantly correlated with any of these

traits in both hybrid groups.

It appears that the correlation between GD estimates between parents and the

agronomic performance of their single cross hybrids depends on either the magnitude or

the range of GD estimates. Estimated GD values were lower, but more variable among

group 1 than among group 2 hybrids. For group 1 hybrids, estimates of GD values ranged

between 0.14 and 0.30, while for group 2 hybrids these estimates ranged between 0.31

and 0.36. The difference in correlation between GD and the agronomic traits between the

two groups is probably due to the range in GD values and not the magnitude. The range
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of estimates of between parent GD within group 1 hybrids was 3 times higher than

within group 2 hybrids. This is in agreement with reports from similar studies in maize.

For example Smith et al. (1990) found genetic distance based on RFLP fingerprint data to

be highly correlated with seed yield and seed yield heterosis among lines selected to

represent a wide range of pedigree relationships.

Single crosses between B and R lines are used in commercial production of

oilseed sunflower. Methods for predicting agronomic performance within these crosses

are of interest to breeders. We performed three regression analyses to evaluate GD and

general combining ability (GCA) effects of B line parents as predictors of seed yield for

the 22 B x R line hybrids included in this study (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3). Simple regression

analyses of seed yield on GD and GCA showed that GD was a better predictor of single-

cross hybrid seed yields than GCA effects (Fig. 3.2). Since hybrid performance is

composed of GCA and SCA, we regressed seed yield on GCA and GD. GD was used as

an estimate of SCA effects (Charcosset et al., 1998). The coefficient of determination

was higher when GD and GCA were used together as predictors in a multiple regression

procedure than when either GCA or GD were used alone.

Although the correlations between GD and seed yield were consistently significant

for all the hybrid combinations evaluated, they were low especially for B x R hybrids.

These results are similar to those reported for other crops (Lee et al., 1989; Godshalk et

al., 1990; Martin et al., 1995; Melchinger et al; 1990; Diers et al., 1996). An important

reason suggested for poor correlation between genetic distance derived from random

DNA markers is that most of these markers are not linked to QTLs for the target traits

(Charcosset et al., 1991; Bernardo, 1992). However, when Dudley et al. (1991) selected
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markers that were associated with seed yield among 91 single crosses from 14 inbred

lines, they observed no correlation between seed yield and the selected markers in maize.

Our study was based on hybrids of a small number of inbred lines. Further research

using more parents will be required to confirm these observations.
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Fig. 3.2. Plots of single cross hybrid seed yields vs general combining ability (GCA)
effects of maintainer (B) line parents of single cross hybrids (a), and genetic distance
among 10 inbred lines estimated from 359 amplified fragment length polymorphism
(AFLP) markers (b).
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Fig. 3.3. A plot of single-cross hybrid seed yields predicted by genetic distance based on
amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers and general combining ability
(GCA) effects of maintainer (B) line parents of single cross hybrids vs observed seed
yields of 22 maintainer x restorer (B x R) single cross hybrids of oilseed sunflower.
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ABSTRACT

Identifying germplasm for improving the performance of single-cross hybrids and

increasing the diversity of the elite gene pool is an important challenge for sunflower

(Helianthus annuus L.) breeders. Our objectives were to (i) assess the merits of a broad

sample of elite public inbred lines as donors for increasing seed yields of selected single-

cross hybrids, (ii) select donors for subsequent breeding experiments, (iii) and propose

strategies for introgressing new favorable alleles from donor to parent inbred lines.

HA383 x RHA373, HA372 x RHA377, and HA89 x RHA373 were selected as elite

hybrids to be improved based on hybrid seed yields, and heterotic groups of the B-line

parents. HA822 was selected as the most promising donor inbred to increase seed yield

and plant height in the highest yielding hybrid, HA383 x RHA373. HA821 and HA383

were the most outstanding donors to increase seed yields of HA372 x RHA377 and HA89

x RHA373, respectively. The relative relationships between donor inbred lines and the

parents of the elite hybrids agreed with previous genetic diversity studies (coancestry and

AFLP fingerprint) when HA383 x RHA373 and HA89 x RHA373 were the elite hybrids

to be improved. However, when HA372 x RHA377 was the elite hybrid to be improved,

some of the donor B-lines were more related to RHA377 than to HA372. The elite gene

pool seems to have sufficient diversity for significantly increasing the seed yields of the

outstanding hybrids.
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INTRODUCTION

Single-cross hybrids are the dominant cultivar class in cultivated sunflower

(Helianthus annuus L.). One of the critical components of the process of developing new

sunflower hybrids is selecting donor inbred lines for enhancing the parent inbred lines. The

process of selecting donors is straightforward for traits under simple genetic control, but can

be difficult for traits under complex genetic control or traits with low to moderate

heritabilities (e.g., seed yield). Careful cross selection is particularly critical in hybrid crop

breeding where resources are needed for line per se and testcross performance testing and,

once promising lines are selected, additional resources are needed to produce and test new

hybrids. The choice of lines for crosses can greatly impact how resources are allocated in a

breeding program and affect the gains from selection.

Criteria are needed for choosing between crosses a priori and, when they are

lacking, breeders typically opt to test fewer progeny from more crosses as opposed to more

progeny from fewer selected crosses. The strategy of testing small samples of progeny from

a large number of crosses is efficient when the differences between crosses are insignificant,

but is inefficient when the differences between crosses are significant, and resources are

diverted to inferior crosses. Choosing between crosses can be particularly difficult in self-

pollinated crops where few statistical tools have been developed for this purpose (St. Martin

et al., 1996); however, several statistics have been developed for choosing donors for

enhancing the parents of elite single-cross hybrids (P1 x P2) (Dudley, 1984, 1987; Gerloff

and Smith, 1988a,b; Bernardo, 1990; Metz, 1994), where P1 and P2 are inbred lines.

Hallauer (1990) estimated that --=',1% of the lines tested in maize breeding

programs are selected as parents of commercial hybrids. This percentage is perhaps less
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important than the percentage of crosses that produce parents of commercial hybrids but

nonetheless expresses the attrition observed in hybrid maize breeding programs. Any

criteria for increasing the probability of selecting the most promising crosses should

increase breeding program efficiency.

Dudley (1984, 1987) tackled this problem in hybrid breeding and developed a

method for estimating the number of favorable dominant alleles in a donor inbred line

that are not present in either parent of a single cross hybrid (JIG). Dudley (1987)

proposed statistics for selecting which parent should be crossed to the donor to enhance

hybrid performance and assessing whether or not the elite parent should be backcrossed

to the donor prior to selfing and selection. Gerloff and Smith (1988a,b) studied these and

other statistics and proposed using the minimum upper bound on pG (UBND) as another

statistic for selecting donor inbred lines. Bernardo (1990) proposed a statistic, net merit

(NI) for selecting donor inbred lines. NI is a function of the statistics proposed by

Dudley (1987) and estimates the number of alleles that can be gained from a donor minus

the number of alleles that can be lost during selection when a donor inbred line (PD) is

crossed with parent one (Ni) or parent two (N2) of an elite single-cross (Pi x P2). Metz

(1994) studied the rankings produced by µG, UNBD, Ni and N2, and other statistics for

selecting donors and proposed another 'merit' statistic (PNG). PNG estimates the

number of loci where favorable alleles can be gained as a proportion of the number of

loci where favorable alleles can be gained or lost during selection when PD is crossed

with Pi (PNG1) or P2 (PNG2).

Most of the experimental work with these statistics has been done in maize

(Gerloff and Smith, 1988a,b; Misevic, 1989a,b; Zanoni and Dudley, 1989; Bernardo,
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1990; Metz, 1994; Cartea et al., 1996a,b; Malvar et al., 1998). Although the rankings of

donors are often different with different statistics, the correlations between the various

statistics tend to be strong and significant. More importantly, field tests of F2 testcross

progeny from Pi x PD crosses with P2 as a tester or P2 x PD crosses with Pi as a tester have

shown that the various statistics identified donor lines that produced progeny superior to

the original parents of the target hybrids (Misevic, 1989; Zanoni and Dudley, 1989;

Hogan and Dudley, 1991).

One of the widely held tenets in sunflower is that the genetic diversity of the elite

gene pool is 'narrow'. This has been assessed using quantitative and qualitative criteria

and has led to the proposals to introgress diversity from exotic sources (e.g., wild

populations and related species). Although this pursuit has merit in sunflower, significant

seed yield increases may still be produced by systematically screening donors for new

favorable alleles. Steady seed yield increases have been made in sunflower by selecting

among elite intra-specific progeny, and there are no data to suggest that additional gains

cannot be made. This study was conducted to (i) assesss the merits of a broad sample of

elite public inbred lines as donors for increasing seed yields of selected single-cross

hybrids, (ii) select donors for subsequent breeding experiments, (iii) and propose

strategies for introgressing new favorable alleles from donor to parent inbred lines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The inbred line and hybrid data used in this study were from the experiment

described by Cheres et al. (Chapter 3). The donor statistics we estimated necessitated
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having data on the hybrids to be enhanced (Pi x P2), parent inbred lines of the hybrids to be

enhanced (P1 and P2), donor inbred lines (PD), and crosses between parent and donor inbred

lines (P1 x PD and P2 x PD). Statistics were estimated using least square means for seed yield

(kg ha-1) and plant height (cm) estimated from a field test of 14 fertility maintainer (B) lines,

four fertility restorer (R) lines, 42 B x R hybrids, and 81 B x B hybrids grown in a 12 x 12

simple lattice experiment design at Corvallis, OR and Case lton, ND in 1996 and 1997

(Cheres et al., Chapter 3). Our goal was to produce seed for all possible crosses between the

14 female (B) and four male (R) inbred lines (56 B x R single-crosses) and all possible

crosses between the 14 female lines (91 B x B single-crosses without reciprocals); however,

the seed produced on 14 A x R and 10 A x B crosses was not sufficient for this study.

Three B x R hybrids (HA383 x RHA373 and HA372 x RHA377, and HA89 x

RHA373) were selected as the hybrids to be enhanced (P1 x P2 or targets hybrids).

Statistics for all possible B-line donors (10 for HA383 x RHA373, seven for HA372 x

RHA377, and 10 for HA89 x RHA373) were estimated for these hybrids. R- x R-line

crosses were not tested; thus, we could only assess B-lines as donors for these hybrids.

Predicted three-way hybrid mean (PTC) (Sprague and Eberhart, 1977), the relative

number of favorable dominant alleles present in PD which are not present in Pi or P2 (p,G)

(Dudley, 1987), the minimum upper bound on p.G (UBND) (Gerloff and Smith, 1988a),

the net gain of favorable alleles (NI) (Bernardo, 1990), and the probability of a net gain

of favorable alleles (PNG) (Metz, 1994) were estimated for each target hybrid and donor

inbred line. PTC was estimated by (y1D +.v21) )12 where yip is the least square mean

for Pi x PD and )72, is the least square mean for P2 x PD. UBND was estimated by the

minimum of YID Y1 and 372D y2, where )7, is the least square mean for P1 and )72 is the
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least square mean for P2 (Gerloff and Smith, 1988a). 1.1.G was estimated using estimators

proposed by Dudley (1987), where IA is half the difference between genotypes fixed for

favorable (++) and unfavorable (--) alleles and G is the number of loci for which PD is

homozygous for favorable alleles and P1 and P2 are homozygous for unfavorable alleles.

The net gain of favorable dominant alleles for a cross between P1 and PD (NIi) was

estimated by 1AG - pD = (y2D )12 )12 and the net gain of favorable dominant alleles for

the cross between P2 and PD (NI2) was estimated by 1.1.G - µF = 671D )712 )/2 , where Y-12

is the least square mean for the target hybrid (P1 x P2), D is the number of loci for which

P1 is homozygous for favorable alleles and P2 and PD are homozygous for unfavorable

alleles, and F is the number of loci for which P2 is homozygous for favorable alleles and

Pi and PD are homozygous for unfavorable alleles (Bernardo, 1990; Dudley, 1987). If

> )72D , then P2 should be crossed to the donor and P1 should be used as the tester or

vice versa when YID < 5I2D . The probability of net gain of favorable dominant alleles for

the cross between P1 and PD (PNG1) was estimated by IAG/(p.G + 41)) and the probability

of a net gain of favorable dominant alleles for the cross between P2 and PD (PNG2) was

estimated by µG /(µG + p.F) (Metz, 1994). If PNG1 > PNG2, then the cross between Pi

and PD should be superior to the cross between P2 and PD. If PNG1 > PNG2, then P1

should be crossed to the donor and P2 should be used as the tester or vice versa when

PNG1 < PNG2. Two additional statistics (-LC +1..iF and IAD + gE) were estimated for each

hybrid and donor inbred line combination using the estimators proposed by Dudley

(1987), where C is the number of loci for which P1 and PD are homozygous for favorable

alleles and P2 is homozygous for unfavorable alleles and E is the number of loci for

which P2 and PD are homozygous for favorable alleles and P1 is homozygous for
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unfavorable alleles. If µC + p.F > IAD + gE, then the donor is more closely related to P1

and should be crossed to Pi to develop new inbreds using P2 as the tester or vice versa if

+ 1.1F < µD + uE (Dudley, 1984). Simple correlations were estimated between !AG,

UBND, PTC, the maximum of NI1 and NI2, the maximum of PNG1 and PNG2, and donor

inbred performance per se for seed yield for the target hybrids.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Target Hybrid Selection

HA383 x RHA373, HA372 x RHA377, and HA89 x RHA373 were selected as the

hybrids to be enhanced (target hybrids) from a total of 42 B x R and 81 B x B hybrids.

HA383 x RHA373 was the highest yielding hybrid across years and locations, the top

ranking hybrid in OR, and the third ranking hybrid in ND. The first and second ranking

hybrids in ND were B x B hybrids (HA372 x HA383 and HA821 x HA390). These two

hybrids were the second and fourth ranking hybrids, respectively, across years and locations

and the fifth and eighth ranking hybrids, respectively, in OR. HA372 x RHA377 was the

seventh ranking hybrid across years and locations, the sixth ranking hybrid in ND, and the

fifteenth ranking hybrid in OR.

HA383 x RHA373 and HA372 x RHA377 were selected because they seem to

belong to genetically unique heterotic patterns (Cheres et al., Chapter 3).



Table 4.1. Least square means for seed yield for donor inbred lines (PD) and single-crosses between donors and the parents (Pi x PD
and P2 x PD) of three hybrids (HA383 x RHA373, HA372 x RHA377, and HA89 x RHA373). The LSD0.05 for every pairwise
comparison is 328.8,

Donor

Pt x PD or P2 X PD

PD HA383 x PD PD x RHA373 HA372 x PD PD X RHA377 PD x HA89

HA370 818.56 2618.96 2340.12 2462.79 2157.24
HA372 1238.56 3065.84 2648.30 2807.16 2433.78
HA382 1112.07 2458.09 2436.90 2309.27 2300.71 1965.30
HA383 1216.93 3285.38 3065.84 2469.40
HA384 1306.20 2392.31 2782.25 2510.20 2437.71 2760.50
HA3 85 578.48 2397.68 2380.66 2147.22 2169.35
HA390 1062.65 2512.15 2245.93
HA821 1227.03 1965.09 2700.34 2557.78 2573.45 2541.48
HA822 1261.64 2719.01 2423.06 2348.09 2346.26 2138.94
HA850 990.99 2778.46 2990.87 2650.59
HA851 1059.54 2692.18 2477.31 2469.72 2405.12
HA852 1190.99 2603.12 2652.76 2416.82 1977.05 1751.76
HA89 1058.10 2469.40 2556.95 2433.78 2024.39
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The aforementioned B x B hybrids (HA372 x HA383 and HA821 x HA3 90) and the other

three B x B and B x R hybrids among the top seven for seed yield (HA372 x HA850,

HA383 x RHA274, HA384 x HA3 90) seem to duplicate the heterotic patterns of HA383 x

RHA373 and HA372 x RHA377. HA89 x RHA373, the next highest ranking hybrid from a

unique heterotic pattern, was ranked forty-first over years and locations, thirty-first in ND,

and sixty-first in OR. This hybrid was selected because (i) HA89 is a historically important

inbred, (ii) HA89 x RHA274, a historically important hybrid, belongs to the HA89 x

RHA373 heterotic pattern, and (iii) the HA89 x RHA373 heterotic pattern seems to be

different from the HA383 x RHA373 and HA372 x RHA377 heterotic patterns; thus, the

selected hybrids comprise the top ranking hybrids within the three most significant heterotic

patterns (Cheres et al., Chapter 3).

The parent lines of the selected hybrids stood out among the inbreds tested (Cheres

et al., Chapter 3). HA383 and HA372 produced the first and second highest ranking hybrids

with R-line testers and RHA373 and RHA274 produced the first and second highest ranking

hybrids with B-line testers (not shown). Among the ten highest yielding B x R hybrids, two

had HA383, three had HA372, and two had HA384 as the female parent, while six had

RHA373 and three had RHA274 as the male parent (not shown). Although none of the

hybrids we selected had HA384 or RHA274 as a parent, the seed yields of several B x R and

B x B hybrids with these and the selected parents were close to the seed yields of the

selected hybrids, but duplicated the heterotic patterns of the selected hybrids.
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Donor Inbreds for Enhancing HA383 x RHA373

The most promising donors for enhancing the seed yield of HA383 x RHA373 were

HA822, HA851, and HA372 (Table 4.2). These donors had the three highest 11G. and

UBND estimates. NI and PNG produced the same ranks as i.LG and UNBD for these three

donors (Table 4.3). PTC produced different ranks for these donors. HA372 was ranked

first, HA822 was ranked fourth, and HA851 was ranked fifth. NI2 was greater than NI1 for

HA822 and HA851 and slightly less than NI1 for HA372. Similarly, PNG2 was greater than

PNG1 for HA822 and HA851 and equal to PNG1 for HA372. This suggests that the greatest

progress can be made by crossing HA822 and HA851 to RHA373 and HA372 to HA383 or

RHA373 The differences between the MAX[NII, NI2] and MAX[PNGi, PNG2] estimates

among these donors were negligible (Table 4.3); thus, the proposed crosses seem to have a

nearly equal chance of producing new inbred lines which are superior to HA383 (with

HA372 as the donor) or RHA373 (with any of the three as the donor). Because the NI

estimates were negative and the PNG estimates were moderate and less than 0.5 for HA822,

HA851, and HA372, these donors are expected to introduce a greater proportion of

unfavorable class D or F alleles than favorable class G alleles in crosses to HA383 or

RHA373 (Table 4.3). This was true of all of the donors tested. The NI and PNG estimates

for the other seven donors, apart from HA384, were less than the NI and PNG estimates for

HA822, HA851, and HA372. The NI and PNG estimates for HA384 were similar to those

for HA822, HA851, and HA372. The challenge in developing inbred lines superior to

HA383 and RHA373 is retaining + alleles for class D and F loci while adding + alleles for

class G loci from the donors (HA822, HA851, and HA372). As these statistic show, this

could be challenging for any of the donors tested.
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Dudley (1984) proposed using (p,C + u1-7) (113 + p.E) to assess whether a donor

was more closely related to the female or male parent of a target hybrid.

Table 4.2. UBND, and PTC estimates for seed yield (kg hil) for several donor
inbred lines (PD) for three single-cross (P1 x P2) hybrids (HA383 x RHA373, HA372 x
RHA377, and HA89 x RHA373).

x PD p.G UBND PTC

HA383 x RHA373 HA822 233.90 1502.10 2571.05
HA851 220.5 0 1475.30 2584.75
HA372 191.3 0 1402.10 2633.65
HA852 188.4 0 1386.20 2627.95
HA370 183.9 0 1402.10 2479.55
HA384 168.10 1175.40 2587.30
HA89 131.0 0 1252.50 2513.20
HA382 103.5 0 1241.20 2447.50
HA385 73.3 0 1180.80 2280.70
HA821 40.78 748.20 2332.70

HA372 x RHA377 HA821 271.38 1319.20 2565.65
HA384 243.65 1271.60 2473.95
HA89 205.45 1195.20 2229.10
HA852 196.95 1178.20 2196.95
HA385 178.90 1142.10 2263.95
HA822 162.60 1109.50 2347.20
HA382 143.20 1070.70 2305.00

HA89 x RHA373 HA383 534.93 1411.30 2877.39
HA384 481.93 1702.40 2771.38
HA821 406.69 1483.38 2620.91
HA372 366.76 1375.68 2541.04
HA851 316.85 1347.02 2441.22
HA822 236.74 1080.84 2281.00
HA370 220.58 1099.14 2248.68
HA852 197.37 693.65 2202.26
HA382 196.79 907.20 2201.10
HA385 180.91 1111.25 2166.51



Table 4.3. NI1, NI2, PNG1, pD, pE, pF, [IC + tiF, and pD + pE estimates for seed yield (kg haT1) for several donor inbred lines
(PD) and three single-cross (P1 x P2) hybrids (HA383 x RHA373, HA372 x RHA377, and HA89 x RHA373).

ID NI1 NI2 PNG1 PNG2 11C pD µE pf µC + µF pD +

HA383 x RHA373

HA822 -431.15 -283.20 0.26 0.31 745.73 665.08 517.13 517.13 1262.85 1182.20
HA851 -404.05 -296.60 0.26 0.30 286.23 624.58 517.13 517.13 1303.35 1141.70
HA372 -318.55 -333.20 0.27 0.27 901.00 509.80 509.80 524.45 1425.45 1019.60
HA852 -316.30 -341.15 0.27 0.26 906.10 504.70 504.70 529.55 1435.65 1009.40
HA370 -472.65 -333.20 0.22 0.26 754.23 656.58 517.13 517.13 1271.35 1173.70
HA384 -251.55 -446.55 0.28 0.21 991.18 419.63 419.63 614.63 1605.80 839.25
HA89 -364.20 -408.00 0.21 0.20 915.58 495.23 495.23 539.03 1454.60 990.45
HA382 -424.25 -413.65 0.16 0.17 883.08 527.73 517.13 517.13 1400.20 1044.85
HA385 -560.85 -443.85 0.10 0.12 776.68 634.13 517.13 517.13 1293.80 1151.25
HA821 -292.55 -660.15 0.11 0.05 1077.48 333.33 333.33 700.93 1778.40 666.65

HA372 x RHA377

HA821 -116.85 -124.70 0.41 0.41 780.08 388.23 388.23 396.08 1176.15 776.45
HA384 -184.75 -148.50 0.36 0.38 739.90 428.40 392.15 392.15 1132.05 820.55
HA89 -391.40 -186.70 0.26 0.34 571.45 596.85 392.15 392.15 936.60 989.00
HA852 -415.05 -195.20 0.24 0.33 556.30 612.00 392.15 392.15 948.45 1004.15
HA385 -330.00 -213.25 0.26 0.31 659.40 508.90 392.15 392.15 1051.55 901.05
HA822 -230.45 -229.55 0.29 0.29 775.25 393.05 392.15 392.15 1167.40 785.20
HA382 -253.25 -248.95 0.27 0.27 771.85 396.45 392.15 392.15 1164.00 788.60



Table 4.3, continued

HA89 x RHA373

HA383 364.22 -43.78 0.75 0.48 875.85 170.72 170.72 578.71 1454.56 341.43
HA384 112.65 101.76 0.57 0.56 677.30 369.28 369.28 380.15 1057.45 738.55
HA821 71.70 -7.74 0.55 0.50 711.57 335.00 335.00 414.43 1126.00 670.00
HA372 45.68 -61.59 0.53 0.46 725.49 321.08 321.08 428.34 1153.83 642.17
HA851 -39.82 -75.92 0.47 0.45 689.91 359.67 356.67 392.76 1082.67 713.33
HA822 -66.95 -209.00 0.44 0.35 742.89 303.68 303.68 445.74 1188.63 607.37
HA370 -108.42 -199.86 0.40 0.34 717.58 328.99 328.99 420.43 1138.01 657.99
HA852 47.91 -402.60 0.57 0.25 897.11 146.46 149.46 599.97 1497.08 298.92
HA382 -60.03 -295.83 0.43 0.28 789.76 256.81 256.81 492.61 1282.37 513.62
HA385 -196.64 -193.80 0.32 0.33 669.02 377.55 374.71 374.71 1043.73 752.27
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When µC + p,F > pD +1.1E, PD is deemed to be more closely related to Pi than P2 and the

heterotic pattern is preserved by crossing PD to P1 with P2 as the tester and vice versa

when !IC + p,F <1.0 +1.1E. t.tC + p.F was greater than t.tD + ptE for all of the donors

tested for HA383 x RHA373 (Table 4.3). This suggests that all of the donors are more

closely related to the female than the male parent of this hybrid and, using this as the sole

criteria, then new inbred lines should be developed by crossing the selected donors to

HA383 with RHA373 as the tester. These results are logical and have practical

implications. First, B-lines as a whole tend to be more closely related to each other than

to R-lines (Berry et al., 1994; Gentzbittel et al., 1994;). The specific set of B-lines tested

are reportedly more closely related to each other than to R-lines (Hongtrakul et al., 1997;

Cheres and Knapp, 1998); however, as Cheres et al. (Chapter 3) showed, there are some

discrepancies between the heterotic groupings of lines produced by the analysis of

pedigree, DNA fingerprint, and hybrid performance data. Some lines cannot be rigidly

assigned to heterotic groups and heterotic groups in sunflower are less rigid than those

described in maize. Second, developing new female inbreds from B x B crosses is

simpler than from B x R crosses because the progeny from B x R crosses segregate for

branching and fertility restorer genes and must be selected for maintainer (d) and non-

branching (B) alleles. These factors must be weighed against the probability of

developing inbreds superior to one or the other parent. Because the differences between

NI1 and NI2 or PNG1 and PNG2 were not dramatic for the promising donors (Table 4.3),

the most efficient strategy for developing new inbred lines might be to cross the donors to

HA383 and select among segregating testcross progeny. There are no arguments against

this for HA372.
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The greatest progress in developing enhanced inbred lines might be made by

backcrossing to HA383 before selfing. Because 1.0 and [LF were greater than [1G for all of

the donors (Table 4.3), one backcross to HA383 would increase the probability of retaining

+ alleles for class D loci that could be lost in donor x HA383 crosses (Dudley, 1984).

Similarly, one backcross to RHA373 would increase the probability of retaining + alleles for

class F loci that could be lost in donor x RHA373 crosses (Table 4.3).

We completed an analysis of the merits of donors for reducing plant height while

increasing the seed yield of HA383 x RHA373. The aim of this analysis was to select a

donor inbred line for increasing the seed yield of the target hybrid without increasing plant

height and the risk of stalk lodging. p.G, PTC, UBND, NI, and PNG were highly correlated

for seed yield and plant height (Table 4.4). These statistics were not correlated with the seed

yields of donor inbred lines per se, but were correlated with the heights of donor inbred lines

per se. This suggests that the heights of the donor inbred lines can be used to select donors

for reducing height.

Because shorter hybrids are superior to taller hybrids in the context of this

discussion, recessive alleles (-) are favorable for plant height. This means that class G loci

add unfavorable alleles for this trait, whereas class D loci add favorable alleles when PD is

crossed to Pi and class F loci add favorable alleles when PD is crossed to P2. The reduced

plant height example in sunflower is equivalent to reduced seed moisture example in maize

(Zanoni and Dudley, 1989). The difference between pD and [iG estimates the probability of

extracting a shorter line from P1 x PD, while difference between pF and tiG estimates the

probability of extracting a shorter line from P2 x PD (Zanoni and Dudley, 1989). The µD -

JAG and I.LF - p.G estimates were positive for plant height for several donors (Table 4.5).
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HA370, the shortest inbred with positive pD - p.G and pF pG estimates, was ranked

seventh for pG for seed yield and is a poor choice as a donor for this hybrid.

Table 4.4. Simple correlations (p-values are shown in parentheses) between p.G, PTC,
UBND, NI, PNG statistics for seed yield (Yield) and donor inbred seed yield (PD Yield)
for three hybrids (HA383 x RHA373, HA372 x RHA377, and HA89 x RHA373).

PTC UBND NI PNG PD Yield

Yield
p.G 0.62 0.59 0.86 0.90 0.34

(0.0006) (0.001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.083)
PTC 0.77 0.29 0.34 0.48

(0.0001) (0.1363) (0.0854) (0.0119)
UBND 0.12 0.23 0.16

(0.5536) (0.2519) (0.4362)
NI 0.97 0.32

(0.0001) (0.10)
PNG 0.31

(0.1062)

Height
1.tG 0.69 0.66 0.96 0.74 0.81

(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0012)
PTC 0.66 0.76 0.47 0.68

(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0139) (0.0001)
UBND 0.57 0.40 0.49

(0.0018) (0.0394) (0.0097)
NI 0.76 0.83

(0.01) (0.0001)
PNG 0.78

(0.0001)

The IAD -12G estimate for HA822, the donor with the largest pG estimate for seed yield, was

positive (Table 4.5); thus, this donor seems to be an excellent choice for increasing seed
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yield while maintaining or reducing plant height. HA851 and HA372, the donors with the

second and third largest µG estimates for seed yield (Table 4.2), had negative µD -1..LG and

pF - tiG estimates.

Table 4.5. pG, pD, pF, p.D p.G, and p.F pG for plant height (cm) and plant height
means for donor inbred lines (PD Height) for enhancing HA383 x RHA373.

Line PD Height p.G 1.1.D pF IAD -1.1.G 1.1.F tiG

HA372 151.6 6.6 5.4 1.3 -1.2 -5.3
HA851 161.4 11.5 4.5 2.3 -7.0 -9.2
HA822 143.5 3.8 6.0 0.7 2.2 -3.1
HA852 133.4 2.5 3.4 3.8 0.9 1.3
HA89 125.7 1.4 3.7 3.0 2.3 1.6
HA384 150.5 3.8 4.0 2.7 0.2 -1.1
HA370 116.6 -1.8 3.5 3.2 5.3 5.0
HA385 134.5 0.5 3.4 3.3 2.9 2.8
HA382 125.3 0.5 4.9 1.8 4.4 1.3
HA821 145.5 1.1 3.4 5.7 2.3 4.6

Donor Inbreds for Enhancing HA372 x RHA377

UNBD, PTC, NI, and PNG ranked HA821 and HA3 84 as the first and

second most promising donors, respectively, for enhancing the seed yield of HA372 x

RHA377 (Table 4.2). NI1 was slightly greater than NI2 for HA821 and less than NI2 for

HA384. Similarly, PNG1 was greater than PNG2 for HA821 and slightly greater than

PNG2 for HA384. This suggests that the greatest progress can be made by crossing

HA821 to HA372 and HA384 to RHA377 to enhance the seed yield of HA372 x

RHA377; however, the differences between the MAX[PNG1, PNG2] estimates for these
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two donors were negligible (Table 4.3). As with the HA383 x RHA373 hybrid, the NI

estimates were negative and the PNG estimates were moderate and less than 0.5 for all of

the donors, but were greater for HA821 and HA384 than the other donors (Table 4.3).

+ p.F was greater than IAD + piE for HA821 and HA384 (Table 4.4); thus, these donors

seem to be more closely related to the female than the male parent of this hybrid.

As with HA383 x RHA373, the most promising strategy for developing superior

inbred lines should be to cross the selected donors (HA821 and HA384) to the female

parent (HA372), particularly since the differences between NI1 and NI2 or PNG1 and

PNG2 were negligible for these donors (Table 4.3). The estimates for HA89 produced

were different. NI2 was much greater than NI1, PNG2 was slightly greater than PNG1,

and i.tC +1.if was slightly less than 1.1D + p.E for this donor. These statistics suggest that

crossing HA89 to RHA377 has slightly more promise than the reverse. This possibility

should be explored because both sides of the HA372 x RHA377 could be enhanced. The

male side using RHA377 x HA89 and the female side using HA821 x HA372 or HA384

x HA372. Because µD was greater than p.G for all of the donors (not shown), one

backcross of the female to either donor (HA821 or HA384) should increase the

probability of retaining + alleles for class D loci that could be lost in donor x HA372

crosses.

Donor Inbreds for Enhancing HA89 x RHA373

The range of pG estimates for HA89 x RHA373 donors was wider than for the other

two target hybrids (Table 4.2). This can be attributed to the lower seed yield of this hybrid.
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11G, PTC, NI, and PNG ranked the top three donors (HA383, HA384, and HA821) the same,

while UNBD ranked HA384 first, HA821 second, and HA383 third, and the donor seed

yield ranked HA384 first, HA821 fourth, and HA383 fifth for enhancing the seed yield of

HA89 x RHA373 (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). NI1 was substantially greater than NI2 and PNG1

was substantially greater than PNG2, and p.0 + µF was greater than pD +1.1E for HA383,

and the NII and PNG1 estimates for this donor were greater than the NI and PNG estimates

for the other donors. NII was greater than NI2, PNG1 was greater than PNG2, and !AC + pF

was greater than pD + pE for HA384 and HA821. These estimates predict that the greatest

progress can be made by crossing the donors to the female parent and that the greatest

progress can be made by crossing HA383 to HA89 (Table 4.3).

pG was much greater than pD for all three donors and much greater than pi) for

HA383. This predicts that the greatest gains can be made by backrossing to HA383 prior to

selfing. This prediction is logical. The seed yield of HA89 x RHA373 was significantly

less than the seed yield of HA383 x RHA373, as were the seed yields of the other hybrids

tested. Backcrossing to the parent line is proscribed when the donor is 'inferior' to the

parent line. The statistics for HA89 x RHA373 illustrate the utility of µG and the other

statistics for selecting donors and developing strategies for introgressing new favorable

dominant alleles from donors, particularly when a hybrid is selected on the basis of traits in

addition to or other than seed yield (e.g., disease resistance).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The elite gene pool of sunflower seems to be a rich source of favorable alleles which

are not present in the parents of outstanding hybrids. The dogma in sunflower is that the

genetic diversity of elite gene pool is narrow, but the process of extracting favorable alleles

from the elite gene pool is far from complete. One of the natural consequences of intense

plant breeding is an increase in the difficulty of adding favorable alleles to lines where a

significant number of favorable alleles are already fixed. Accomplishing this is challenging

in sunflower, but there seems to be an excellent basis for increasing the seed yield of

outstanding hybrids (HA383 x RHA373 and HA372 x RHA377) using elite inbred lines as

donors.

This study assessed a limited number of germplasm sources. The number of R-lines

we sampled was small and we did not set the study up to assess R-lines as donors. Much

more work is needed with R-lines. Cheres et al. (1998b) found no correlation between the

seed yield of R -lines per se and hybrid seed yield, but did find a significant correlation

between the seed yield of B-lines per se and hybrid seed yield.

The analyses we reported used least square means for entries across locations. The

across location results should apply equally well to both locations. The ranks of the most

outstanding hybrids and donors were the same for both locations. There were entry x

location interaction effects for seed yield, but most of the rank changes were not significant

or did not affect donor rankings. A complete listing of the statistics for individual locations

for the three target hybrids can be accessed via the Sunflower Genome Database

(http: \ \www. css. orst. edu).
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Chapter 5

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Considerable research is currently being conducted to find predictive methods for

selecting inbred lines for quantitatively inherited traits prior to extensive field evaluations

of their F1 hybrids (Lee et al., 1989; Godshalk et al., 1990; Martin et al., 1995;

Melchinger et al; 1990; Bernardo, 1992, 1994; Diers et al., 1996). Heterotic groups and

genetic distance are some of the criteria used to select inbred line parents of untested

hybrids (Smith and Smith, 1987). Genetic distance derived from coancestry and DNA

fingerprint analyses are most commonly used to assign inbred lines to heterotic groups

and to predict the performance of single cross hybrids.

Research on the application of predictive models to select parents of single cross

hybrids has not been done in sunflower. Besides, the information required for these

studies has until recently been missing in sunflower (Berry et al., 1994; Gentzbittel et al.,

1994; Hongtrakul et al., 1997). Genetic diversity among sunflower germplasm based on

coancestries has not been estimated. Our overall objective was to use previously

proposed predictive models based on quantitative genetics theory and molecular markers

to collect genetic information on the performance of the US elite sunflower germplasm.

Three separate, but related studies were undertaken. The first study was designed to

ascertain the narrowness of the genetic base of the elite US breeding lines of sunflower,

and to assign lines to heterotic groups. For the second study, selected lines were

evaluated in single-crosses grown at Corvallis, OR and Casselton, ND in 1996 and 1997.

Seed yields of parents and hybrids were used to validate heterotic groups proposed in
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AFLP fingerprint (Hongtrakul et al., 1997) and the coancestry studies (Cheres and

Knapp, 1998). The third study used the agronomic performance of parents and single-

cross hybrids from the field study (Chapter 3) to evaluate merits of lines as sources of

new diversity to enhance the performance of selected elite single cross hybrids, and to

estimate measures of relative relationships between donors and parents of the hybrids

(Dudley 1984, 1987).

Our results from the coancestry study support previous reports on the narrowness

of the genetic base of the elite sunflower germplasm (Vranceau, 1985; Korell et al., 1992;

koric, 1993). The US elite breeding lines of sunflower released to-date traced to 58

germplasm sources. Approximately 70 % of the genetic diversity among both

confectionery and oilseed sunflower lines traced to ten germplasm sources. Nine of these

ancestral populations were developed in the former Soviet Union. Mean coancestries

between maintainer (B) lines (C = 0.1) and maintainer (B) and restorer (R) lines (C =

0.07) were approximately equal. We proposed four heterotic groups within the oilseed

lines : oilseed B group A (OB-A), oilseed B group B (OB-B), oilseed B group D (OB-D),

and oilseed R (OR). In order to unify the naming system for the heterotic groups

between AFLP fingerprint (Hongtrakul et al., 1997) and coancestry studies (Cheres and

Knapp, 1998) we used BA, BB, Bc, and BD to represent OB-A, OB-B or B1, OB-C or B2,

and OB-D, respectively.

The parent lines of single-cross hybrids evaluated in the field experiments belong

to BB, Bc, (Cheres and Knapp, 1998) and R1, and R2 (Hongtrakul et al., 1997) heterotic

groups. BA and BD groups contain old lines that may not be currently in use. B x B line
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hybrids yielded as much as the B x R line hybrids. A Bc x R2 single cross, HA 383 x

RHA 373 was the highest yielding hybrid across the four environments.

Two criteria were used to validate the proposed heterotic groups: cluster analysis

based on seed yields of parents and their F1 hybrids, and linear contrasts ofmean seed

yields among all possible heterotic patterns. Seed yield-based cluster analysis assigned

lines to the same groups as coancestry and AFLP fingerprint studies, but not exclusively.

HA822 and HA372 separated from the rest of the lines in the Bc group. RHA274 and

RHA373 formed the R2 group in the AFLP fingerprint study. However in this study,

RHA274 clustered more closely with HA850, while RHA373 clustered with RHA377,

RHA801 (R1), and HA390. HA850 and HA390 did not cluster in the coancestry study

(Cheres and Knapp, 1998), and they were not included in the AFLP fingerprint study.

High yielding hybrids may be obtained from the Bc x R2 heterotic pattern.

However, if plant height is also of interest, then Bc x R1 may produce high yielding,

shorter statured hybrids. AFLP-derived genetic distance (GD) between parent lines was

more correlated with hybrid seed yields and heterosis than the coancestry- derived

genetic distance (Gc). The correlation between GD, seed yield, and seed yield heterosis

may be dependent on the range of GD estimates within germplasm sources. The range in

GD was more correlated with specific combining ability (SCA) than with general

combing ability (GCA) effects among lines. GD may be used as an estimate of SCA in

predictive models.

Three B x R line hybrids were selected for the donor analysis study (HA383 x

RHA373, HA372 x RHA377, HA89 x RHA373). HA383 x RHA373 and HA372 x

RHA377 were outstanding hybrids across environments. HA89 x RHA373 was selected
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due to the historical importance of the HA89 x RHA274 hybrid, and to represent BB x R2

heterotic pattern. A B-line, HA822 from Bc heterotic group was the highest ranking

donor of alleles to enhance seed yield and reduce or maintain plant height in HA383 x

RHA373. Based on estimates of relative relationships, HA822 was closely related to

HA383 than to RHA373, an observation that supports previous heterotic group

assignments by coancestry and AFLP finger print studies. The second highest yielding

hybrid was HA372 x RHA377. HA372 belongs to Bc group whereas RHA377 is from

the R1 group ( Hongtrakul et al., 1997). The relative relationships between donors and

both parents of this cross was variable. Some of the B line donors were almost equally

related to HA372 as to RHA377, the rest were more related to HA372 as expected from

the AFLP fingerprint study (Hongtrakul et al., 1997).

These studies and the previous studies designed to understand the elite germplasm

pool of oilseed sunflower have demonstrated some important characteristics of this

germplasm. First, complete classification of sunflower inbred lines requires either detailed

pedigree records which may be difficult to obtain, or DNA fingerprinting of all the lines in

order to obtain a clearer picture of the underlying relationships. Fairly well classified lines

can be used as anchors in a DNA fingerprint study to assign lines to groups. Second, some

of the lines that were not classified in the coancestry analysis may actually be distantly

related to those that fell into distinct groups. This observation is supported by the inability

to unambiguously identify the parent to be improved when HA372 was one of the parents of

the elite hybrid to be improved. Third, the elite inbred lines of sunflower may carry

different alleles at heterotic loci for seed yield and plant height as indicated by the positive

estimates µG values for seed yield and µ13(µF) p.G values for plant height. Fourth, the
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correlation between genetic distance and agronomic performance is too low for the target

hybrids (B x R) as to be predictive. However, GD can be used in regression models to

predict the SCA effects of untested hybrids (Charcosset et al., 1998). Fifth, heterotic groups

may not have played a major role in sunflower hybrid breeding. This notion is supported by

similar seed yield performance between B x B and B x R hybrids.
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